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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis I propose to study German works based
on the legend ot Der Anne Heinrich, focusing attention especially

on each writer's treatment of his source.
Analysis ot a literary work is practised mainly on two
aspects: the source or content, and the form.

Considering one

more element, that 1a, the writer's experience, which connects
these two elements with each other and unifies them, Julius
Petersen presumed a pyramid-shaped scheme or construction ot

a work to indicate the inner process of literary creation.
His scheme has the three elements at the base: the source, the
writer's experience, and the form, which must be unified and
shaped to an individual work with the writer's idea, through
his introspection and spir1tual1zat1on.

l

His scheme might be

compared to an equation with three var1abless Y=f(X,Y,Z). 2
In case of the equation, if we could fix the variables the
structure or the equation can be made clear.
l

Can we not

J. Petersen, Die Wissenschaft von der Diohtung
1939) pp. iio-12.

(2nd ed. Berlin,
2

X,Y,Z mean the three varie.bles. There may be more,
e .g • Y=(X,Y 1 Z, ••• ), according the situation.
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analyze the structure or a work objectively and minutely like
wise by fixing some variable elements
the starting point of my study.

or

A study

the workT

or

This 1s

works which have

a common source may be the t1rst step to fix the variables.

We know, in addition, the other elements, i.e. literary torms
in general and the writers' exper1enae, through a philological
study

or

them.

Prom the same point

or

view as ours, Wolfgang Kayser

emphasizes the study of a source, sayings
Die Knderungen werden damit(a study of the source) um so
ausaagekrlttiger r«r die neuen Pormkritte, die am Werke
sind. Die aorgfiltige Analyse der Art, wie die Quelle 1m
Ganzen oder in Binzelhe1ten benutzt wird, die e1ngehende 
Bf;tobachtung und Auadeutung aller lnderungen versprechen
reiche lrkenntnisae fur das Werk einerseits und darCiber
hinaus tiir das Wesen des Poet1echen, andereeits ta3 die
Brkenntnia des Dichters, der Str0mung, der Epoche.
However, source study has not been valued highly by some
literary critics, especially by those who advocate L1teratur
wissenaohatt ala Oe1stesw1ssenaohatt, 4 perhape because or the
former historicism in source study, and perhaps partly because

ot various diverse conceptions of the meaning or the so-called
Storr.

I would like to examine the situation here before my

study.
Source study was developed first by Wilhelm Scherer

3

W.Kayaer Das sprachl1che Kunstwerk, (7th ed. Bern
and Munohen, 1961} p. 58.
4
They will be discussed later in this chapter.
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and h1s school, but their study of source had a special charac
ter.

Elisabeth Frenzel Justly explains this character for us

as follows:
Die Schererschule stellte die Literaturgeschichte unter
die Frage nach dem Erlebten und Ererbten, und unter dleser
Devise musste die Kllrung der stofflichen Grundlagen, der .
Quellen,· des Uberkommenen, der Abhangigkeiten entscheidend
werden.- Diese BemUhungen um die kausalgenetischen Zusammen
h§nge s1nd dem Einfluss der Theor1en Taines zuzuschreiben
und dem Bedilrfn1s, die Schlussigkeit der ubermachtigen
Haturwissenschaft nachzuahmen und •exakten~ Ergebnissen zu
kommen. Exakte Ergebnisse lassen s1ch aber immer nur
ausserhalb des d1ohter1schen Kunstwerkes, lm Vorfeld,
erziehen, und so versuchte man, Jede Sohogfung von ihrer
Entstehungegesohichte her zu analysieren.j
Scherer and his school performed a remarkable achieve
ment in their study,i.e. in their historical study of litera
ture, but on the other hand, their treatment or sources induced
a kind of mechanistic historicism which sometimes makes too
much or historical data and not infrequently forgets the dynamic
development or the literary creation of each wri-er.

In short,

their study was attended w6th the danger or finishing only in
the Vorfeld or a literary work.

This ract caused some critics

to feel dissatisfaction with the studies by the Scherer school.

6

5
E. Frenzel, •stoff· und Motivgeschichte•, Deutsche
Philolo,ie im Aufriss, ed. by W. Stammler (Berli~~ 1957), vol.I,
322. c • W. Scherer, Poetik{Berlin, 1888), pp.2ot:S-ll.
6
ct. R. Unger, Literaturgesoh1chte als Problemgeschichte
(Berlin, 1924), p. 14~. Also, E. Elater, *Weltllteratur und
Literaturvergleichung~, Archiv fUr Studium der neueren Sprachen
und Literatur, 107(1901), pp.33-47.
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Negligence or source study was induced also by another
fact, v1z. by various diverse conceptions or the meaning or
Storr.

As Frenzel says, Scherer and his school regarded Storr

as something outside or a writer.

Their method of study was based

on a h1stor1·c al conception or Stoff and developed on this basis.
Julius Petersen and Wolfgang Kayser also think that Stoff is
outside or a writer at first, 1.e •. historical in a sense.

-

Kayser, for example, gives a clear definition of Stoff 1n Das
sprachl1ohe Kunstwerk: "'Was ausserhalb e1nes 11terarisohen Werkes
1n eigener Uberl1eferung lebt und nun auf seinen Inhalt gewirkt
hat, heisst STOPP.•7 But these two exeellent critics have not
overlooked the deep and complicated relation between the Stoff
and the wri•er's experience.

Petersen studied this relation

in his Die Wissensohatt von der Dichtung.

He and Kayser try

to study the relation between Stoff and the writer's creation.
Kayser's so called Werkinterpretation is oarr1ed on by his deep
interest in the effect or a Storr in the writer•s inner world and
in his creation or a new work with a new form, style and idea.
Petersen and Kayser's interest in a writer's creation distinguishes
them from the Scherer school.
Some other critics think that Storr is not outside ot
a writer, not something historical, but that it is within the
writer's perception or mind.

Here I am referring to the psycho

logical school's conception of Stoff based on Sigmund Preud's
views.

For example, Josef Korner, strongly influenced by Freud's

7

w.

Kayser, Das sprachliche Kunstwerk, p. 56.
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psychoanalysis, makes this statementc
Diese Empf1ndungen bestimmen und erklaren die aussere
Welt. Der im Zusammenstoss m1t ihr entstehende Affekt
des Dichters 1st das zu Qestaltende. Objektiven
poetischen Stoff gibt es gar nicht. Jede Fabel wird
subjektiv erfasst. Das, was man ubl1cherwe1se mit
Stoff bezeichnet, 1st allenfalls dem Marmor vergleichbar,
desaen Bedeutsamkeit erst mit dem Zugriff des Kunstlers
entsteht, der also der Bemuh~ng wissenschaftlicher
Betrachtung n1cht wert 1st. ~
If Scherer•s conception of Stoff could be called
historical and Korner' a, psychological, another kind of
conception could be celled a philosophical conception.

It

was introduced first by Wilhelm Dilthey and exemplified in
articles by Friedrich Gundolf, Rudolf Unger, Fritz Strich,
Oskar Walzel, Wilhelm Korff and others.
old historical study

or

They destroyed the

sources and established the study of

literature as Geistesw1ssenachaft.

Source study was absent

from academic literary study for about twenty years before
World War I.

The critics who advocated Literaturwissenschaft

ale Geistesw1ssenachaft saw in literature only the ideas which
had influences upon people and periods, and studied the history
of literature especially with regard to the change and develop
ment of ideas.

To them, source study was a minor subject,

because, according to them, Stoff itself was a fortuitous
element of a literary work.

The history of the treatment of

8

J.Korner, •Erlebnis-Motiv-Stoff. Vom Geist neuer
Literaturforschung•, Pestschr1ft fur Oskar Walzel {W1ldpark
Potsdam, 1924), p.80. Also, cf. W.Kohlschmidt and W.Mohr.
•Mot1v•, Reallex1kon der oeutschen L1teratur~esch1chte, ed.
by W.Stamd!r and others, (2iid ed. Berlin, 19
pp.4~-32.

lf

Stoff had a meaning to them only when it pointed out •wieweit
die dem Ze1talter des e1aen oder anderen eigentumliche Welt
von Ideen, Lebenserfahrungen und Formen die besondere Gestal
tung bedingt."'9
The confusion in the conception of the meaning of

Storr was not favorable for the further development of
source study.

However, the problem of Stoffkomplex is

extremely complicated, too complicated to be explained
from only one point of view.

Each conception ef Stoff we

have examined is partially true but does not cover the entire
problem, which is historical, psychological and philosophical
at the same time.

Rudolf Unger, one of the philosophical group,

soon noticed the complex character of Stoff.

He evaluated

the source study by the Scherer school in his Literatur
geschichte ale Problemgeschichte justly, which cannot be
said of other critics

or

the group, stating that it found

a way •zu einer auf saohliche Zusammenhange Jenseits ein
seitigen B1ograph1smus und Psychologismus gestutzten litera
turhistorischen Synthese.•10

In spite of Unger's favorable

evaluation, I think, source study as practised by the Scherer
school was not enough by itself.

The zigzag course of

development was necessary for source study to be deepened.

9

O.Walzel, Das Wortkunstwerk(Le1pz1g, 1926) p.21.
10
R.Unger, Literaturgeschichte als Problemgesch1chte.
p. 15.
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The Scherer school observed the Stoffkomplex from outside of
a writer, and the psychological group studied it from inside
of a writer, and the philosophical group tried to evaluate
the meaning of Stoff in connection with ideas, forms, and the
so called Zeitgeist of a period. 11 All of the•e points of
view are necessary.
It was Rebert Petsch, Julius Petersen and Wolfgang
Kayser who put source study on the right track.

They began

to study the source of a work by a synthetic method.

A new

stage began with them, but Petsch's conception of Stoff, which
was the first one in the new stage, still show a confusion,
especially in his use of terminology.

He states first that

the Stoff is not historical nor suitable for adaptation by a
writer, in the same manner as the psychological group said;
it must be created by each writer.

For example, Homer's

Illiad-Storr is completely Homer's Stoff which cannot be
passed along to other writers, cannot be changed by anyone.
Accordingly, Goethe's work with Homeric theme is one completely
created by Goethe, in other words, a work independent to Homer.
Therefore, the stories in Illiad, such as the abduction of
Helena or the destruction of Troy, which Homer used and other
writers took over many times, have nothing to do with the
11

cf. F.Gundolf, Shakespeare und der deutsche Geist,
(11th ed. Munchen, 1959)
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meaning of the same stories in other works which were written
by other writers.

Petsch called such things as the abduction

of Helena which can be round in many works, Rohstoff.
to him, Rohstoff 1s not yet a real Stoff.
like a marble stone to a sculptor.

According

It is something

But this theory seems strange.

We know that Goethe was inspired by Homer's work, not by some
vague Rohstoff.
by him.

Homer's Stoff influenced Goethe and was adopted

How does Petsch explain this fact?

He explains it as

follows; though Stoff is independent, unchangeable and unhisto
rical, there is a changeable historical part in it.
this part or Storr the Formel.

He called

A writer who takes over the

content of another writer's work finds the Pormel in the origi
nal writer's unchangeable, unhistorical Stoff and creates his
own Stoff out or the Forme1.12
Petsch's concept of Formel is undoubtedly a subsidiary
concept to his extremely subjective interpretation of Stoff.
He explains the historical character or Stoff by this subsidiary
concept or wissenschaftliche Hilfskonstruktion , but it is
precisely what is usually called Stoff.

It is clear however,

that Petsch tries to explain synthetically the complicated,
subjective and also objective character of the Stoffkomplex
by use of three different technical terms: Rohstoff, Formel
and Stoff.
12

R.Petsch, Deutsche Literaturwissenschaft (Halle/
SaaleJ940) pp. 87-99, 129-150.
~
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I myself prefer to follow Petersen's clear and distinct
definition of Stoff, rather than Petsch's tripartite definition.
Petersen defines thus:

•

Wir milssen dabei ble1ben, dass, wenn die Dichtung ilber
haupt e1n Stoff hat, dieser in einer zunachst ausserhalb
von ihr gelegenen Uberlieferung besteht. Sie wird an den
D1chter herangetragen oder von 1hm aufgefunden und bietet
1hm eine lockende Gelegenhe1t, eine Aufforderung, e1ne
Frage nach der Moglichkeit der Oestaltung. Sobald er sie
aufgegr1ffen hat, 1st sie sein Erlebnis geworden, und er
spiegelt sich selbst in ihr: nun beginnt die personliche
Form~~g, und damit 1st die E1genex1stenz des Steffes vor
bei.

Kayser is basically or the same opinion as Petersen. 14 Petersenjs
statement of

~eine

Frage nach der
significant.

lockende Oelegenhe1t, e1ne Aufforderung, eine

~ogl1chke1t

der Qestaltung

~

of Stoff

is especially

It suggests a power inherent in the Stoff.

We can find some statements of the power of Stoff, of a
symbolkr§ftiger Inhalt oG Stoff , also in Petsch's Deutsche
L1teraturw1ssenschart 1 5but Emil Ermatinger deals with this pro
blem better than Petsch,

Es g1bt nicht Storr als blosse ungebildete Masse.

Auch
der Zeitungsbericht 1st schon 3estaltet, wieviel mehr erst
Chronik und Sage. In der Tat dr1ngt ja selbat ein eigenes
Erlebn1s unter einer gewissen Brechung in das Innere des
Dichters ein und organ1s1ert aich dort zu einer Vorform,
die durchaus nlcht der spateren Gestaltung zu entsprechen
braucht, aber doch auch, wie in den Fttllen e1nes sekundaren
Stofferlebnisses, von ble1bendemE1nflu~g auf sie se1n kann.
Stoff ohne d1ese Vorform gibt es n1cht.

13

J.Petersen, Die Wissenechaft von der Dichtung, p.118.

14
15
16

p.139.

cf. Note 6.

R.Petsch, Deutsche L1teraturw1ssenscSaft, p.90.
E.Ermat1nger, Das dichterische Kunstwerk(Leipzig,1935)
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However, we should not forget here that a writer has complete
freedom in the selection ot a Stoff and in his creation based
on it.
Der Feststellung einer Stoff- und Motivubernahme hat die-
Uber das Weeen des jeweiligen Dichters aussagende-- Frage
nach dem ausloeenden Reiz des Stoffes auf den Bearbeiter,
nach dem Grund der Wahl, zu folgen. Ale einfachste Erkla
rung b1etet sich zunachst die, dass der Stoff e1n Geheim 
nis in sich trug, das nach Losung verlangte, dass er einen
"Fall" d!fstellte, der den Dichter zu einem Urteilsspruch
aufrief,
This description of source study by E.Frenzel is quite instruc
tive and states well the basic motivation for my study of Der
Anne Heinrich in German literature.

What kind of influence did

the legend have upon later writers?

What problem did they find

in the legend and how did they try to approach and solve it?
And in what form?
lowing chapters.

These problems are to be studied in the fol
The character of the legend is unique.

vokes pity and commiseration.

It pr6

It is both charming and cruel.

Hartmann•s treatment of the legend is extremely beautiful and
his language is crystal-clear.

But Goethe did not like it at

all when he read it in Busching•s translation for the first time.
Of course, there is here a special problem or Goethe and his
attitude to sickness, or classicism and the medieval literature
and, in addition, a problem of the translation, all of which
must be studied in the following chapters. But Goethe's unusually
strong expression of dislike of the work 18 proves the unique and

17

E.Frenzel, "Stoff- und Motivgeschichte'', Deutsche
Philologie im Aufriss. ed. by W.Stammler. vol. I. p. 296.

lB

Weimar Ausgabe. vol.XXXVI. pp.72-73(Annalen 1811)
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powerful character of the legend which has been used by other
writers so many times that we cannot be indifferent to the
legend as Stoff when we think that Stoffgeachichte is also
Problemgeschichte.

CHAPTER II
DER ARME HEINRICH BY HARTMANN VON AUE
Der Arme Heinrich by Hartmann von Aue has an important
bearing on other works, because later writers were all inspired
directly or indirectly by Hartmann and adopted the legend as
their source, even if they created almost a new work out of it.
Hartmann on the other hand, composed his work completely for
himself, using rather scattered traditional legends.

He fused

the diverse sources into one work and passed it on to later
generations as the sole source for them.

Therefore, Hartmann's

work has a double significance in our study, first as a work
based on diverse sources and then as a source for later writers.
Though he states in the introduction to Der Arme HeinPich
that he had sought in many books for a subject that would be
both to the glory to God and please his fellow-men{v.6-15) and
found a written

~(v.17),

tify the written source.

it is difficult for us now to iden

~

in M.H.G. as a technical term

at that time meant an epic or an unstrophic didactic poem with
rhyme. 1 However, he used another word, maere, for it in verse
29, which meant a poetical story in general. 2 Thinking that rede
1

M.Lexer, Mittelhochdeutsches Handw8rterbuch, 3 vols.
(Leipzig, 1872-78)
2

Ibid.
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meant also a common poetical narration in a broad sense,3 he
seems to have used this word for a poetical narration in this broad
sense.

He states further that he begins to duiten it to his fel

low-mwn{v.16). duiten means: to interpret, to explain, and also
to translate into German.

4

Therefore, if we take his statement · to

be true, there must beve been a written source either in German
or in a foreign language, probably in Latin or in French, which
he seems to have understood well.

He seems to have explained

or interpreted the source to his fellow-men, if we are to trust
his statement.

Of course, one could also think that his state

ment might have been the same conventional form to assume an
air of importance as Wolfram von Eschenbach did in his Parziva1, 5
i.e. he might have composed the epic without using any source
or model.

However, we must remember that Wolfram was a special

case among German epic poets in the medieval age.

Though Wol

fram used such a device, generally speaking, it was quite un
usual for a German epic poet at that time to compose an epic
without using some source or model. In most cases there was
a direct model. 6 In Hartmann's case it is known that he used
French and Latin works, for example, in Erec, Iwein and Grego
rius.

J.K.Bostock says, therefore, that it is improbable for

3
M.Lexer, Mittelhochdeutsches Handw8rterbuch, 3 vols.
4
Ibid.
5
W.von Eschenbach, Parzival,ed.by E.Martin{Halle/Saale,
.
1920) pp.416, 20 ff.
6
J.K.Bostock, Der Arme Heinrich(Oxford, 1941) p.17.
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Hartmann to have invented a story, especially in the case of
Der Arme Heinrich.7 B.Nagel affirms also that "Das Dichten des
mhd. Epikers war Ja zuv8rderst nicht schopferische Stoffgestal
tung, ••. der eigenwillige Marenfinder wurde vielmehr ala ein
'vindaere wilder maere, der maere wildenaere' verp8nt.'·8

Gott

fried von Strassburg who blames Wolfram for his wild invention
of a story did not blame Hartmann but praised him for his
courtly manner. 9 For these reasons, I also think that it is
really improbable for him to have invented the story positively
against the courtly manner of that time, because he was especially
a man of maze with sime didactic character, whom H.Kuhn in his
article called a kind of Biedermann. 10

To our regret, however, no possible immediate source
has been identified until now, though we know some similar
stories of miraculaus cure of leprosy.

None of these stories

is exactly the same as Hartmann's Der Arme Heinrich.

The

7
J.K.Bostock, Der Arme Heinrich, p.17.
8

B.Nagel, Der Arme Heinrich Hartmanns von Aue. Eine
Interpretat1on(Tdbingen, 1952) p.19. The Middle High German
quotation is out of Tristan by G.von Strassburg, v.460ff.

9

G.von Strassburg, Tristan , ed. by F.Ranke(Berlin,
1930) v.46orr.
10
H.Kuhn, ~Hartmann von Aue als D1chter", Der Deutsch·
unterricht, 1953. pp. 11-27.
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nearest approach to Hartmann's work is a legend in Latin, pre
served in two manuscripts, which were found in Breslau and seem
to be of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 11 Except for
the fact that the hero in one manuscript{MS.A) is called Alber
tus pauQer and in another manuscript(MS.B), He1nr1cus pauper{!),
the stories in the two MSS. are same in the essential point.
The legend runs as follows:
''Miles atrenuus circa Rhenum Albertus nomine, .•• casu,
quern passus est, pauper cognominatus est. Hie erat dives
et mirae pietatis, sed vanitati militiae supra modum dedi
tus." After his affliction he spent all his money in vaib
on doctors; when it was all gone his friends deserted him;
he hid himself from the world for fourteen years. A doctor
heard of him and undertook to heal him if he would give him
gold, which Albertus promised to do, relying on the gene
rosity of his relations. When the doctor found he was
leprous, he said only the blood of a chaste human being
would cure him. A girl, to whom Albertus had given clothes,
offered her life out of gratitude. Albertus accepted her
offer with joy, but when he saw the preparations he repented.
In the night the Lord appeared, healed him, and revealed to
him the place where his relatives had hidden the treasure
they had stolen from him. ~~ married the girl and after a
long time he died in peace.
The content of the manuscripts has too much similarity to
Hartmann's work to be carelessly put aside.

It is obvious

11

cf. a.Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters, (Milnchen, 1927) Vol.II,2,1. p.198r.
Also, J.Klapper, Die Legendevom Armen Heinrich,(Breslau, 1914) and
Introduction of Der Arme Heinrich, ed by Wackernagel-Stadler(Basel,
1911)

12
J.K.Bostock, Der Arme Heinrich, pp. 17 -1$.
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that the story in the manuscripts was for less educated people,
perhaps for the average audience of the Sunday service.13 The
girl's motive of self-sacrifice is her recollection of the
clothes which the knight had given her.

The manuscripts con

tain no scene of the woodland farm and the peasant family, nor
the scene of a journey to Montpelier and Salerno, nor the girl's
enthusiastic argument for her self-sacrifice.
manuscripts lives alone for fourteen years.

The knight in the
However, the girl's

pride and his kealing as a reward for renouncing life are the
same as found in both the manuscripts and in Hartmann's work.
The gratitude of the peasant in Hartmann's work is parallel to
the gratitude of the girl in the manuscripts, even though Hart
mann's work is more explicit about the reason of the girl's
impulse: it was an inspiration from God.
The manuscripts originated in the fourteenth and fif
teenth centuries.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

there were many booklets{exempla) in the form of manuscripts,
which contained legends, miraculous and teligious short stories,
and were used for the purpose of religious and moral training
mainly in church.
books as these.

14

The manuscripts seem to have been such

Judging from a fact that the manuscripts differ

13

Q.Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters , vol.II. 2,1. p.119.

14

Ibid. vol. II. 2,1. p.119.
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sli,g htly in details, 15we can presume that there must have been
an archetype or the story in the preceed1ng century, i.e. in

the thirteenth century when Hartmann was still working.

If

there should be such archetppe it could be regarded as the
source Hartmann claimed to have used.
Interpreting the word duiten posotively for "to trans
late", J.Klapper claimed that an arQhetype of the manuscripts
in Latin must be Hartmann's source.

16 H.Sparnaay, on the other

hand, thinks that both Hartmann's work and the manuscripts must
have come from an unidentified common source. 17 According to
Sparnaay, both Hartmann and writer of the manuscripts composed
their own stories using an unattested source.

ff.Paul, A. Leitz

mann and L.Wolff said or the problem that Hartmann's work and
the manuscripts were not genealogically related but were works
independent of each other and were perhaps based on the same
kind of widespread popular story, not on a story composed by a
writer but on folklore. 18 A.Sch8nbach says that Hartmann's
images and composition, especially in the introduction and

15

J,Klapper, Die Legende vom Armen Heinrich, pp.18-20.

15

P.Wapnewski, Hartmann von Aue (Stuttgart, 1962) p.91.
e.g. name of the hero, etc.

17

H.Sparnaay, Hartmann von Aue. Studien zu einer Bio
graphie. 2 vols.(Hallefsaale, 1933-39). Vol.II. pp.5-9.
18
ff.Paul and A.Leitzmann(ed.), Der Arme Heinrich(Halle,
1949). cf. Einle1tung.
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the girl's speeches, are quite similar to those of ecclesiasti
cal writers in the Middle Ages. 19 Though these diverse opinions
of Hartmann's source are nothing but probable hypotheses, they
at least agree assuming that Hartmann might not have invented
the story but used such stories as his source.
C.von Kraus says of the manuscripts that the contents
of the manuscripts were adapted from Hartmann's dork, 20 but his
opinion is denied by Sparnaay and H. de Boor for the reason that
the contents of the manuscripts are too primitive to be thought
of as an adaptation of Der Arme Heinrich.

21

According to de Boor and J.K.Bostock,2 2 we can imagine
another probability for the source.

Hartmann's story concerns

the lord Heinrich von Ouwe(v.49-50) who waere ze Swaben gesezzen

(v.30-31).

In addition, the poet introduces himself to the

audience at the beginning of the epic:
Ein ritter so geleret was
daz er an den buochen las
swas er dar an geschriben vant,
der was Hartman genabt,
dienstman was er ze Ouwe.

19

(v. l-5)

A.Sch5nbach, Ober HJ rtmann von Aue. (Graz, 1894)

20

76.

C.von Kraus, "Armer Heinrich'', ZfdA. 82(1948) pp.73

21

H.Sparnaay, Hartmann von Aue. Studien zu einer B1o
graphie. Vol.II. pp. 5-9.

22

H.de Boor, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur von den
AnfMngen bis zur Gegenwart. (5th ed. Milnchen, 1962) Vol.II. pp.77

78.
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The story, therefore, seems to be of a knight of the family
which the poet served as a vassal.

Bostock says:

It has been suggested that seme ancestor of the family
had disgraced himself by contracting a loathsome disease
and by marrying beneath, so Hartmann was concerned to
'white-wash' him, and did so by representing him as a
proud ~an humbled by God, and his low-born wife as a
saint. '
H. de Boor says the same thing:
Ob sie(exampla) wirklich den Rohstoff darbieten, den
Hartmann zu seinem kleinen Meisterwerk gestaltet hat,
ob m1th1n das 'Buch', auf das sich Hartmann als quelle
beruft, eine Sammlung lateinischer Predigtm§rlein war,
1st nicht so sicher, Denn schwerl1ch h~tte der Dichter
diese Geschichte von dem aussHtz1gen Ritter, der eine
unebenb6rt1ge Ehe schliesst, mit dem Geschlecht seines
freiherrlichen Dienstherrn verbinden durfen, wenn es nicht
in der Tradition dieser Fam111e sachliche Ankn~pfungs
punkte egegeben hlltte. Man w1rd daher in der uns nicht
mehr erreichbaren Familientiberlieferung die wichtigste
Quelle Hartmanns suchen mdssen und erw~gen, ob Jene
Jtinge2~n Pred1gtmMrle1n nicht zweckbedingte Vereinfachung
sind.
As for this kind of opinion, Sparnaay keeps himself negative
to it, saying that, if the story was really of Heinrich von
Aue who had been alive in Swabia, the poet could not read it
first in books.

If the poet should have read it in a book

for the first time, what kind of book was it?

For there must

have been few house-chronicles at that time. 2 5

23

J.K.Bostock, Der Arme Heinrich, p.17.

24

H. de Boor, Geschichte der deutschen Literature von
Anf§ngen bis zur Gegenwart (5th ed.) Vol.II. p. 77.

25

H.Sparnaay, Hartmann von Aue. Studien zu e1ner Bio
graphie. Vol .II. p.2.
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The assumption of a.Ehrismann 26 and B.Nagel27seems most
probable, viz. that Hartmann had read the story not only in an
exemplum but 1n several exempla which contained the same story
as the manuscripts did, presumably in Latin, because there
were numerous exempla in the Middle Ages and these had almost
the same content.

He must have been quite familiar with the

story before he began to write the epic.

And composing his

own story from a well-known source, he must have given his
own ideas, view of life and style to the source, because it
was a common practise for German epic poets of the Middle Ages
to use a popular, well-known source and to form it into their
own work with a special character. 28Though Hartmann named the
hero Heinrich von Ouwe , it was also a quite common literary
custom at that time for a popular legend or story to be cen
nected with a certain person with a certain name familiar to
the audience. 29 We should remind ourselves here of a special
character of the medieval epic.
sence of an audience.

It was recited in the pre

The effect of the recitation must have

been greater when the audience had some previous knowledge of
the story.

26

a.Ehrismann, aeschichte der deutschen L1teratur bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters. II.2,1, ~199.

27

21.

B.Nagel, Der Arme Heinrich Hartmanns von Aue. pp. 18

28

a.Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters. II.2,l. pp. 199-200.
29
Ibid. p.199.
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The principal motif of this epic is the miraculous
healing or leprosy, which was also a well-known motif at that
time.

In the Middle Ages, leprosy had a special meaning, which

we must consider before we wxamine Der Arme Heinrich in detail.
Almost every literary work about Der Arme Heinrich
emphasizes the spiritual meaning of the disease in the Middle
Ages.

It was not merely a phisical sickness but was regarded

as a spiritual one, a punishment by God, because it could not be
healed by human power.

The patient was so much feared and segre

gated from society that he had to wear a special kind of clothes
and sound a rattle as he moved, so that people might identify
him and av61d him easily.30 Hartmann called the dieease diu
miselsuht(mlat. misellus and M.H.G. suht).

m1sellus is related

to miser, and der uzsaeze 1 which meant someone who was ejected
or expelled from society, i.e. der auswHrt wohnende or ansissige~ 1
According to Ehrismann, and especially P.Casse1,32 1t was a wide
spread disease in medieval Europe, which perhaps had been brought
from the Orient to Europe through Egypt, and newly introduced
again to Europe by crusaders who had been in the Orient.

We

find many references to lepers in the old documents or the
30
G.Ehr1smann, Geechichte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Ausgang des M1ttelalters. II.2,1. p.198.
31
M.Lexer, Mittelhochdeutsches Handw8rterbuch.

32
an

G.Ehr1smann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur bis
des M1ttelalters. II. 2,1. p.198.
and P.Cassel,
ik des lutes und Der Arme Heinrich Hartmanns von
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0rient, e.g. in the Bible.33

The Bible treats the patients as

thode who had committed a sin and were punished by God, that is
to say, .. spir1tually".

For example, Job in the fourth book of

Mose, got the disease and the Bible expkine that it was a punish
ment by God.

In the Bible, every sickness is understood spiritu

ally in this manner.

Disease is a mark of spiritual poisoning.

Job, however, was healed by God, after having proved his devotion
to God.

This kind

or

spiritual view of the disease seems to have

widely infiltrated the whole Orient and Europe with the spread of
Christianity.

It was believed that only God was able to cure it

because it was caused by His will.
However, it was also believed that there was a secret
cure for it in the world, not through God's will.
was human blood, especially that of children.

The medicine

Although some

beliefs in the magic power of blood can be found in every pri
mitive society,3 4 in medieval Kurppe the belief comes apparently
from Christianity, especially from the New Testament, because
it was so closely connected with the religion.

In fact, blood

plays a great role in Christianity. The symbolic cult of blood
and wine is a good example.

Therefore, belief in the beneficial

uses of blood in Europe has in most cases a religious character
which I cannot find among the beliefs in Far Eastern contries
where Buddhism and Confucianism abhorred blood.

33
34

Both the

P.Wapnewski, Hartmann von Aue(Stuttgart, 1962) p. 89

P.Cassel, Die symbolik des Blutes und Der Arme Heinrich
Hartmanns von Aue.
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spiritual interpretation of leprosy and the idea of a blood cure
for it seem to come from the Orient.

Originally they were not

connected but separated from each other because blood meant some
thing sacred and leprosy meant something evil.

But people in

medieval Europe connected them with each other, of course, by
their own imagination.

This is an interesting idea because the '

devine power of blood began to be used for magic, that is to say,
began to be under human control.

According to Ehrismann, both

Pliny and Paracelsus wrote someting of the blood cure of leprosy
in their books.35 The idea seems to originate in the early medie
val era.
As far as we know, there were two tinds of stories based
on the blood cure of leprosy in the medieval era.
called mercy-type or legend-type.

One is the so

A legend of Pope Sylvester

at the end• or the fifth century represents this type.
Emperor Constantin once contracted leprosy.

The

People advised

him to take a bath of children's blood in order to be cured but
he rejected the advice because he did not want to kill innocent
children for that purpose.

Pope Sylvester who heard of him

healed him by his baptism.

We can find this story in the

Kaiserchronik · and Trierer Sylvester

of the twelfth century.

It is clear in this story that leprosy is a symbol of didbelief
and that God is still the healer.

The legend is obviously re

lated to the story of Job in the Old Testament.

The writer of

the archetype of the legend must have taken the sourc.e directly

35
a.Ehrismann, Qeschichte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Aussang des Mittelalters. II.2,1. p.198.
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from the Bible, because Pope Sylvester is not a historical
figure, and the legend is a kind of fiction. 36
Another type is the so-called friendship-type repre
sented by the Amicus und Amel1us of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries.

The original story comes from the Orient but already

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there were many trans
lations of it in Latin, French, German, English and Swedish.37
One

or

the two intimate friends contracts leprosy.

The sick

man or leper needs the blood of children for the medicine.

His

friend offers his daughter to the man and so proves his friend
ship.

God also in this sbory helps the leper and the girl.

We can find this type in Engelhart und Engeltrut by Konrad von
Wurzburg and other works.38
Thus, we see that Hartmann's work was not an isolated
one at that time but one which had a long tradition.

It might

have been impossible for the poet to compose Der Arme Heinrich
if there had been no available source.

The verses 1360-70

prove that he used a source with a long tradition.

81 er durch sinen sdezen list

an in be1den des geruochte
daz er si versuochte
reht also volleolichen,
sam Joben den richen,

36

a.Prochnow, ~Mhd. Sylvesterlegenden und 1hre Quellen",
ZfdPh. 33(1901) pp. ·145-212.

37

H.Sparnaay, Der Arrne Heinrich. Studien zu einer B1ogra
gh1e. Vol..II. p .• 4.
38 .
G.Ehr1smann,Gesch1ohte der deutschen Literatur bis
zum Ausgans 'des M1ttelalters. II.2,1. p.197.
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·v

~o erze1gte der heil1ge Krist
wie 11ep im triuwe und blrmde 1st,
und sch1et s1 do beide
,Ivon allem ir leide
rund machete in d5 zestunt
_; reine und wol gesunt.

Ke chmposed a local story of his native land Swabia out of' the
s:ource and gave it a unique meaning.
What is ah1s idea'l

Formerly, according to the study

by K.Zwierz1na,39it was thought that Hartmann wrote this epic

before he wrote Iwein, but now with A.Schirokauer40we think
that the work was written after the poet had finished the first
1,000 verses of Iwe1n and that it belongs to the last stage of
Hartmann's literary career.

Hartmann experienced a deep sorrow

at his master's death and composed Kreuzl1eder and the legend
of Gregorius.

His experience of the crusade must have cleared

up his spiritual crisis.

Before his composition of Iwein he

seems to have mastered techniques of epic composition.

He was

ready to write his life-work with the best of his ability, both
as to technique and spiritual idea.

It was at this time that

he began to write Der Arme Heinrich.

He seems to have put his

heart and soul into this small epic.

The epic is composed of

only 1520 lines in a modest and lovely from like the poet himself.
It does not have the form of a great life-work but it is never
theless his richest, most mature work.

-

39

K.Zwierzina, "Mittelhoohdeutsche Studien", ZfdA.
44(1900,, 45(1901) and MBeobachtungen zum Reimgebrauch"Irartmanns
von Aue , Festgabe r5r R.Heinzel(Halle/Saale, 1898)

40

A.Sch1rokauer, ~Zur Interpretation des Armen Heinrich•,
ZfdA. 83(1951) pp.59-78. Also, cf ."Hartmann von Aue~, in Ver
7iiierlexikon. vol. V. and P.Wapnewski, Hartmann von Aue. pp.

12-24.
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Since the setting of the epic is Swabia in the Middle
Ages, the starting point is the Wunachleben of knights at that
time, as Ehrismann rightly pointed out. 41 The poet, however,
does not praise the Wunschleben but ries to inform the audience
t

of a crisis in it.

He does not say in the epic anything of

knightly fighting, tournament, adventure, of kdener recken
str1ten.

It is obvious that the poet expected another sobt

of audience than that of his Artusromane.

He seems to have expected

an audience that had an especially religious need. According to
42
H.Naumann,
das Ritterl1che and das H~fische in the life of the
knights contradicted each other.

Therefore, we could say that

the poet is emphasizing das H5f1sche in the epic, but we cannot
find any conventional Minnedienst in this case.
is a poor peasant girl.

The heroine

It is against the conventional idea

of Minne that a knight praises a low-born girl and marries her.
The content of the epic rather entails a significant denial of
the conventional manner of medieval chivalry from a biblical
point of view.

F.Maurer, who studied medieval thought in epics

through the meaning of

in each work, explains the character
of the epic from another point of view. 43
~

41

G.Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Lieeratur bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters. tI.2,1. p.201.
42
H.Naumann, Deutsche Kultur in Zeitalter des Ritter
tums{Potsdam, 1936) p, 7 •

~

43

F.Maurer, Leid (Berm, 1951) p. 46.
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According to him, there were two sorts of Leid in the
medieval epic.

Though these two sorts of Leid are usually mixed

in a work, one can be found elearly in the Niebelungenlied, or
Germanic Volksepos.

The Leid

is caused by insult or contempt

by other people of a man in their society.

The man takes revenge

on them so that he may regain his lost honor in society.

It is

an old Germanic Blutrache, is played entirely in their human
world, and has no connection with God.
fatalism.

The basic idea is bloody

Maurer indicated it by the following scheme:

Ehre-----Leid-----Rache-----Ehre
Doubtless it originates in barbarous primitive Germanic thought
which had been fostered in their tribal life full of savage
battels.

Another sort of Leid has a connection with God.

be found typically in Der Arrne Heinrich.
sin.

is caused by

If a person wants to regain his lost happiness he must

repent and turn to God for His mercy.
Leid

The Leid

It can

Maurer indicates this

as follows:
Ehre-----sande-----Le1d-----Busse--- - -Gnade-----Ehre

Needless to say, this sort of Leid comes through Christianity.
The story of Job in the Bible 1s a model.

Maurer points ott

thus the Germanic element and the Christian or biblical element
in the medieval epic.

Der Arme Heinrich belongs to the latter.

I would rather follow Maurer's analysis than Naumann's, because
it seems to me that the most important element of Der Arme

Heinrich is Christianity.

Besides these two sorts of Le6d

wh1oh Maurer discusses, we can find another one in classical
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thought, where Leid is caused by hybris to gods, but the classi
cal Leid has no connection with sin, which distinguishes it from
the biblical thought.
During the period of O.H.G. literature, the German people
were Christianized considerably but their heroic tradition was
not yet extinct.

The Christianized society of knights was still

full of things antagonistic to Christianity,

For this reason,

Hartmann begins the epic with warning of 1nsecuritas humana or
fragilitas humana.

The beautiful harmony of the courtly world

might have seemed to the peet to be only an appearance.

We can

find many passages in the epic, in which the poet emphasizes the
transitoriness of the world.
"Media v1tA
in morte s'llmus•;
daz bediutet sich alsus,
daz wir in eem tode sweben
so wir aller beste waenen leben.
Dirre werlte veste,
ir staete unde ir beste,
unde ir groeste magenkraft,
diu stAt ane meisterschaft.

{v. 92-100)

This basic idea of the transitoriness of the world comes from
the Bible and his conception of God is

qui~e

akin to that of Job,

i.e. a mighty, personal Goa. 44 He cites the mame of Job several
times and compares the hero's suffering to that of Job. 45 At the

44
130-56.

45

A.Sch6nbach, Uber Hartmann von Aue (Graz, 1894) pp.

H.de Boor, Qeschichte der deutschen Literatur von
Anf!ngen bis zum Gegenwart. Vol.II. p. 78. and C.von Kraus,
•parzival und Der Arme Heinrich•, Pestschrift ffir Singer
{tfib1ngen, 1930) pp. 7-19.
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beginning of the epic we see Heinrich in the society of knights
without any dissatisfaction.

He was an ideal knight according

to a standard or worldly virture.
(v.29-132).

He was almost a perfect knight

The only thing he lacked was deep devotion to God,

the understanding that he owed all to God, which was revealed
by the fact that he contracted leprosy, a punishment by God
accorling to the conception of the disease at hhat time.
Bible says, one cannot serve two masters at bWe time.

The

In the

modern time, the problem of "Entweder - oder• is decided by the
human will but in the Middle Ages the decision was made by God,
one had no right to decide nEntweder - oder•.
F.Maurer expalins the significance of the words

~

.!J:l

ergreif diu miselsuht(v.19) as follows:
Es handelt nicht tatlioss um unheilbare Krankheit zum Tode,
sondern es bedeutet zugleich Ausschluss aus der menschlichen
Gemeinschaft, aus der ritterlichen Gesellschaft. Mit einem
Auss!tz1gen will niemand verkehren, die Krankhe1t nimmt 1hm
die Voraussetzung seines ritterlichen Daseins, den gesunden
46
K~rper; sie bedeutet Aus1e~chen seines r1tterl1chen Daseins.
W.Fechter also says,
Was dies rft~ e1nen mittelalterlichen Adligen bedeutete,
dessen ganzes Wesen aur die Offentlichkeit und auf sein
Aussehen ge4ichtete, kann sich der heutige Leser kaum
vorstellen. ·r
He was thus deprived of everything in the world.

However, we

should not overlook one fact, a Christian paradox; God tries
only his beloved.
be tempted.
46

47

The nearer one is to God, the more he must

The punish•ent does not mean an absolute one.

F.Maurer, Leid. p. 39.

W.Fechter,"Uber den Armen Heinrich Hartmanns von Aue•,
Euphorion 49(1955) p. l.
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In fact, there is no hint of fatalism in the epic though it is a
rather cruel story.

Everything is planned by Him.

In addition,

the poet explains many times to the audience why God punished h1m~ 8
he had gone too far in the Wunschleben and lost his way.
says, •der in dem hoesten werde/ lebet
vers~ahte

vor gote.(v. 113-16).

~r

The poet

dirre erde/ derst der

Way to the salvation is suggested

already in the epic, unlike the Niebelungenl1ed.

Heinrich, however,

did not at first understand the meaning of the sickness and visited
doctors one after another, but he comes to understand it at last,
and decides to obey His will.

Thereafter, his suffering has a

dual meaning, one spiritual and another physical.

With obedience

he enters the second phase of hi• life 1n a peasant's farm.

The

poet points out that the hero in his second phase is not yet com
pletely obedient to God.

The poet calls him still der arme Hein

rich.49 The word.!!!! in the work means •spiritually poor•, together
with •physically poor•, and contrasts to guot which is used for
50
the girl who is also rein.
He still lacks the will for atone
ment.

We can see the lack in the fact that he accepts the girl's

eelf-sacr,fice for him.

Even though the audience of the epic may

have thought that such self-sacrifice of a peasant girl for her
master was not strange, the poet's description of the .peaaant
family tells us that it is wrong.

The description suggests to us

that the peasant and his family are the same creatures as Heinrich
~

cf. v. 120-21, 383-40, 4o4-ij, 409-11.

49

50

cf. v. 350 until v. 1372.

er.

v. 305, 344

fr.
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himself under God, but the peasants are more pious than Heinrich.
Hartmann writes, moot hete dem meier gegeben/ nachR siner ahte
ein reinez leben(v.296).

They are pious enough to offer their

daughter to God'will, saying,
(v. 875).

~der

sin s! ir von gote komen.•

Hartmann'a thought of this equality of human beings

before God is noteworthy, if we consider the attitude of the
feudal Middle Ages.5 1
In the peasant's farm, Heinrich comes to be underthe
care of a girl, the peasant's daughter.

He sees her for the

first time when she is eight years old.

She decides to sacri

fice herself at the age of eleven.
only peaceful years in the epic;

These threee years are

~he

she takes care of him with

her whole heart and he calles her gemahel without any deep
meaning.5 2 As we see later, this scene gave fresh impression
to later writers.

Her age seems to tell us that she is so

small a girl that she is not able to judge anything for herself.
However, According to de Boor53and Schirokauer,54 a girl at the

51

F.Beyerle,•Der Arme Heinrich Habtmanns von Aue als
Zeugn1s mittelalterlichen StHnderechtsn, Kunst und Recht, Fest
gabe ffir H.Fehr(Freiburg, 1948). Also, W.Fechter, •uber den
Armen Heinrich Hartmanns von Aue•, Euphorion 49(1955) p.7,
J .Keinstuck says,m »ar Bauer diente dem Ritter als Negativ, wie
der Barbar dem Griechen, der Rusticus den urbanen R~mern.• cf.
J.Kleinstuck,~Zur Auffassun~ des Tades im Mittelalter~, Deutsche
Vierteljahrschrift. 28(1954) p.49.
52
cf. v. 341.
53
H. de Boor, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur von
AnfAngen bis zur Gegenwart. Vol. II. p. 78.
54
A.Schirokauer, ''Zur Interpretation des Arme11 Heinrichft,
ZfdA. 83(1950) p.74.
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age of eleven was at that time regarded as a person of maturity.
It is with this girl that the epic begins to show its uniqueness.
The girl speaks 362 verses in the epic, ehile Heinrich speaks
only 182 verses.

She is undoubtedly the leading character of

the story, who acts in role opposite to Heinrich and leads him

to a higher stage of life.

As the poet describes it, man

m~hte

wol genozen/ ir kintlich gemaete/ hin zuo der engel guete(v.464

66), she has an ideal Christian character, and sj, dient si ime
alle wege/ mit ir gaetlichen pflege(v.309-10).

Her service is

not merely a nurse's care of patient in modern humanity, nor a
servant's to his master through loyality, but the service to the
poor coming from the car1tas of Christianity.

The poet writes:

1edoch geliebte irz aller meist
von gotes gebe ein suezer geist.

(v. 347-48)

ich( the girl) wil mich alsus reine
antwtirten in gotes gewalt.

(v. 698-99)

On the other hand, Heinrich is only resigning to his fate,
lamenting and sighing, even when he explains to the peasant
why he got the sickness(v. 378-82).

That ls to say, the girl is

able to feel the other's sorrow as if it were her own, while
Heinrich feels only his own sorrow and is perhaps ready in his
mind to accept another's sacrifice for him.
The girl's religious character is emphasized by her self
sacrifice for the poor sinner following Jesus and the saints.
The self-sacrifice by her own will is the very thesis of the
epic, together with Heinrich's later self-reproach and self-denial
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by his own will.
these two people.

Attention must be paid to

~love"

between

It is not a direct human love but an indirect

love, caritas through God.

When Ehrismann says that it is too

modern an interpretation to see a worldly love in this epic,55
I can agree with him.

The worldly love, !!!!2.£, was contrary to

medieval lesendary stories in general.

Though the girl cannot

express it well, she always has in her mind an image of a trans
cendent world(v. 688-736), which drives her to do something
following Jesus.

The girl's view of life is of the clear, stereo

typed dualism which the poet seems to have had, for example, the
transient world versus a brilliant crown in heaven, Satan versus
God, etc.

Her extroardinary elequence in reasoning about her

self-sacrifice to her parents also comes from her religious en
thusiasm, because she is of a rather
other times.

untalka~ive

disposition at

Her love for Heinrich is thus a religious one while

Heinrich's for her is not so purely religious.

Of course, he

comes to understand caritas by her self-sacrifice but he seems to
have loved the girl at first by amor, at least when he called her
gemahel.

This difference in the character of love is interesting

and was taken up again by R.Huch.
However, it is obvious that Hartmann emphasized caritas
rather

than~·

We can see Hartmann's treatment of love best

in the climax scene of the epic.

Na lac da bi ein
harte guet wetzestein.
da begunde erz an str!chen
55
p. 202.

G,Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen L1teratur. II.2 1 1.
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harte unmuezel1chen,
da bl wetzen, daz erherte,
der ir froude storte,
der arme Heinrich hin fur
da er stuont vor der tur,
und erbarmete in vil sere
daz er st n1emer mere
lebende solte gesehen.
nu begunde er suochen unde spehen,
unze daz er durch die want
ein loch gAnde vant,
unde ersach s1 durch die schrunden
nacket unde gebunden.
HM ir lip der was vil m1nneclcich.
nu sach er st an unde sich
und gewan einen n1uwen muot:
(v. 1217-35)
J.K. Bostock interpretes the motive of change of his mind as
follows: "The sight of her beauty working on his latent virtues
of pity and triuwe converted him to complete self-negation.n56
Again$t this interpretation, Schirokauer says that this is a mis
take, a naked girl in the medieval times does not mean beauty but
ugliness:
Dem M1ttelalter galt erst der bekleidete Leib als sch8n.
Hier aber durchsch3nt und durchstrahlt die Verzuckung der
Seele den armen blossen Leib, h1er erscheint innere G6te
als k~rperl1che Sch5nhe1t.?"f
Without doubt, Heinrich at the sight of the naked and bound
girl on an operating table might have reminded him of Jesus
on the cross. 58 She is not merely beautiful but holy, which
moved Heinrich.

If we read the epic carefully we will find

how she truthfully followed the way Jesus walked, who, according
to her explanation, is in heaven in the form of a rich farmer.

56
57

J.K.Bostock, Der Arme Heinrich. p.18.

A.Schirokauer, ~Zur Interpretation des A.H.•, ZfdA. 83
(1950) pp. 71-73. And, "Die Legende vom Armen Heinrich", GRM. 33.
58A .Schirokauer, ••zur Interpretation des A.H. lit pp. 71-73.
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Heinrich now understands the meaning of her sacrifice and his
own egoism{ nu saoh er st an unde sich/ und gewan einen niuwen
~.).

This is the motive fer his change of mind.
F.Maurer and A.Schirokauer emphasize the religious

character of the epic and caritas between the hero and heroine~9
They say that everything in the epic comes from religion.

Of

course, it is true that only Heinrich's religious motive could
persuade the audience to admit his marriage with a peasant girl,
a marriage against courtly custom, because devotion to the will
of God was one of their courtly virtues, perhaps the highest
virtue; and they could not help admitting it when the hero
dared marry a low-born girl by the highest virtue, otherwise the
audience would not have admitted it.

As Schirokauer says,6°the

epic might be a German vita nova which was written a hundred
years before Dante, for Heinrich's regained Ehre is no longer
the same Ehre that he had before, the girl is no longer a
peasant girl but the same symbol of divine being as Mabia.

To

an audience which had a background of feudal thinking, Heinrich's
61
spiritual change might have been shocking.
The epic thus rests on a religious basis.
59

However, we

F.Maurer, 0 Uber das Leid in den D1chtungen Hartmanns
von Aue•, Euphor1on 45(1960) pp. 165-85. And,Leid. p.39. A.Schi
rokauer~Sor Interpretation des Armen Heinrichn, ZfdA. 83(1950) pp.
58-78. Die Legende vomArmen Heinrich", GRM. 33(1951/2) pp.262-68.
60
A.Schirokauer,"Die Legende vom Armen Heinrich•, pp.262-68.
61
W.Fechter,•uber den Armen Heinrichft, Euphorion 49(1955)
pp. 1-28.
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cannot deny a nuance of .!!!!!2.!:·

W.Fechter and H. de Boor point

out this nuance. 62 For example, de Boor says:
Hier richten sich Wille und Tat, h5chste Opfertat, auf den
Einzelmen, der nicht nur als Person gestaltet, sondern als
Person gemeint 1st. Das Kind will nicht ir8endeinem Aus-6
sBtzigen helfen, sondern dem aussHtzigen Ritter Heinrich. 3
De Boor interprets further the motive of Heinrich's spiritual
change both by caritas and

.!!.!!!..Q.!: 1

human love.

He says, therefore,

the end of the epic is not Legendenschluss but M~rchenschluss. 64
I agree with de Boor so long as it concerns Heinrich because
Heinrich called the girl gemahel and saw her also as minneclich.
But I cannot agree with de Boor's judgment of the girl.

De Boor

says:

Die caritas des Kindes 1st nicht absolut, s1e 1st zugleich
gesteigerter, ents1nnl1cher amor. Beides 1st unl8alich ver
. .· , . 'ieamelzen, und in dieser Verschmelzund und Durchdringung
liegt der wundersame Reiz dieser Figur ••• So w1rd ~Der Arrne
Heinrich~ kftnstlerisch zum harmonischen Ausgleich der Spannung
zwiechen den beiden Polen, humanitas und religio, ausgedruckt
in der wunder~~men Durchdringung von himmlischer und irdischer
Liebe im Tun.
I think that this is rather a modern interpretation from a modern

62.

H.de Boor, Geschichte der deutschen L1teratur. Vol.LI.
pp. 79-80. And, W.Fechter, "Uber den Armen Heinrich". pp. 1-28

63.

p.

79.

64

H.de Boor, Gesch1chte der deutschen Literatur. Vol.II.

Ibid. p. 79.
65.
Ib1d. p. 79.
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way of thinking.

Of course, I would not deny a modern reader's

right to apply his modern interpretation, but it seems to me that
Hartmann did not put accent on !!!!..2.!:·
balance of human1tas and relig1o.

He seems not to have taken

I rather follow Schirokauer,

Maurer and Ehrismann, who interpret the epic religiously.

Hein

rich's and the girl's lonely journey to Salerno, which is a tra
ditional travel-motif of the epic, popular in the medieval age,
would become exteemely beautiful if we remind ourselves of their
,!!!!.2.!: besides her caritas, imagining her in the full dress of a

bride and him in the sadness in losing his love.

But the effect

on a reader and a writer's intention are two things.

We must

draw a sharp line between them, at least while studying a work.
Suppose Hartmann emphasized only caritas, how can we
explain the nuance of amor

in the work'

E.Rose, an American
Germanist, explains it by medieval gradualism. 66 In the same
way as Hartmann's view of life, 1.e. a world of gradual struc
ture, a religious life and a heavenly life, medieval love had
a gradual structure.

Amor is a saarting point of love, it must

be replaced by aaritas for religious people.

Was it not

!mQ!:

that H rtmann successfully tried to overcome in his Kreuzlieder

66

E.Rose, "Problem of medieval psycholog~ as peesented
in the klein ~emahel of Heinrich the Unfortunate'. Germanic
Review. 22(19 7) pp. 183-87.
cf. G.MQller, ''Gradualismus, ein Vorstudie zur alt
deutschen Literaturgesch1chte". Deutsche V1erte1Jahrschrift.
2(1924) pp. 681-85.
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and Gregorius?

Amor is the basic structure of caritas and can

be round in Der Arme Heinrich

as the base, which appears as

a charming feature to modern readers who are too much accustomed
to !.!!!.2£•
In order to present this religious story as an intimate
experience, and one easy to understand to the audience, Hartmann
exerts his ingenuity in various

lite~ary

techniques.

For example,

the girl's motive of self-sacrifice is explaines again and again,
using religious expression and also worldly reasoning which even
some unreligious audience could have understood and by which
they could have begun to understand the real meaning of her self
sacrifice.

The kingdom of heaven which she is supposed to enter

is explained in realistic, rustic words{v. 775ff.),
to Sch8nbach, people in the Middle Age often

According

1mangine~

the

kingdom in Heaven as a peaceful pastoral country.

St.Augustine,
Paulus von Nola and Anselm of Canterbury called God agricola. 67

Therefore, to the audience at that time, the kigdom with its
pastoral features which the girl talks of might have been a
familiar paradise.

It is not a paradise invented by the girl's

naive imagination but a quite intimate kingdom to the audience.
J.Schwietering says, •nie Gestalt des freien und reichen Bauers,
in der himmlische Brautigam erscheint, itt

67

Anpassung an die

A.SchBnbach, Uber Hartmann von Aue. p. 143.
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Existenz des •ldchens.•68 In addition, the poet's description
of pastoral life and characterization of the peasant and his
wife are so naive and realistic that we could imagine a couple
of peasants on a medieval German estate.

Description of the

social situation is also reasonable, names of places in the story
are all familiar ones.

All these literary devices might have helped

the audience understand the epic.
But Hartmann's realism is not an ugly natural1st1c one, his
religious idea is not a dogmatic one.
religious content.

They match well the naive'

He does not forget m!ze at any time and does

not expose ugliness directly.

He does not persuade the audience

to follow the story by a strong church dogma, but by an innocent
girl's behavior.

He seems to have tried to soften this extremely

shocking source.

For example, he does not describe the operation.

Everything bloody and ugly is simply but carefully

s~gested

to the

audience, while other poets, say Konrad von Wurzburg who treated
the same source, describe leprosy exactly and palpable.

69 Realism

and doctrine are adopted by Hartaann in such a way that they
serve to expalain well the spiritual situation and precess of
the hero and heroine.

B.Schwarz's

evaluat~on

of the style is

right wJrten she says,•Hartmann halt auch in der Stilwe1se die

68
J.Schwietering, Die deutsche Dichtung des Mittelalters.
(Potsdam, 1960) pp. 150-60.
6~

K. von Wurzburg, Engelhart. ed. by M.Haupt(Le1pz1g,

1884) v. 5150tf.
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Mitte zw1schen realist1soher und 1dealistischer Darstellungs
we1se. •70w. Fechter points put that the girl's speech shows
an influence from the language of medieval mysticism.7 1 It is
interesting that Hartmann adopted the language of mysticism in
the girl's speech.

It seems to me, Der Artne Heinrich stands at

a turming point from the courtly epic to medieval mystical prose.

The epic, or rather, Novelle according to Ehrismann and
W.Fechter,7 2 thus became a precious jewel of medieval literature
and induced many later writers to fashion a story or drama with
the same content.

But they often were faced with the difficulty

or reshaping it because oe its too religious content.

It is a

story based on the blood cure or leprosy and rejecte the blood
cure from a purely religious point of view.

If Heinrich had

had the girl killed in the same manner as Engelhart by Konrad
von Wurzburg, the miracle would not have occurred.
concentrated on the spiritual process.

Everything is

Therefore, later writers

changed all the content by their own view.

How they changed the

content, will be the subject of my study in the

fol~ow1ng

chapters.

H.Tardel explains the later Writers' reason of change by
the too strong biblical character of the orig1na1.73 According
70

71

B.Schwarz, ""Hartamann von Aue", Verfasserlex1kon. Vol.II.
W.F.e chter, •uber den Armen Heinrich". pp .1-'Z"(.

72

G.~hrismann,Geschichte der d ~ utschen Literatur. II.2,l.
W•'i Fechter, · Uber den Armen Heinrich• p. 27.
73 .
H ~ Tardel-x>er Arrne Heinrich in der neueren Dichtun~•,
Forsohunged zur neueren L1teraturgesch1chte. Vol.XXX.(1905) pp.1-4.

p. 146.

'
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to

hi~,

there were two kinds of interpretation of sickness

in the western world, calss1cal and biblical.

One is repre

sented by the Ph1loctetes of Sophokles, another by Job.

In

the former, injury is a result of natural causality, the
result of venomous serpent's bite.
a symbol of sin, as we have seen.
to the latter.

In tae latter, disease is
Der Arme Heinrich belongs

Since the culture of later Europe, especially

after the Renaissance, has been a synthesis of the biblical
and the classical,

this source must have been in the process

of the synthet1zat1on.

CHAPTER III

THE FIRST REVIVAL
Hartmann von Aue died in the golden age of medieval
11terature, 1 receiving tributes of praise from his contemporary
2

poets, and then a waning of interest in the medieval age gra
dually took place.

Der Arme Heinrich, a lovely and precious

jewel of the medieval literature, shared this fate and was
almost forgotten.
It was in the Age of Enlightment that German people
turned their eyes again to their own literature of the medieval
\

age, inspired by the humanists' study of some ancient books on
\
\

.

their country, e.S'- De Bello Gallico by Caesar or the Germania
by Tacitus.

However, their chief interest still lay

mainly ' ~n
\

historical facts or the philological study of these, not

al~~ys
;~
~

in medieval literature as art.

\

··.

A real renaissance or the me~t.-·.
;

~

\

";

eval literature came with German Romanticism.

\

The revival of\ '\
\

'X

interest in medei val sources of literature, which are in folk f

;\

\,
I

lore, knightly and spiritual-legendary literature of the medi-\
\

eval age, is clo~ely related to Romanticism ans to the flouri- ~

\

shing of German philology in the first half of the nineteenth
century.

l

\

During this period, several translations and a drama

of Der Arme Heinrich. were produced.
\

\

'.\

1

cf.

He seems to have passed away between 1210 and 1220.
Vol. V. nHartmann von Aue~.

Verfasserleflkon~

2

e.g. G.von st·rassburg, Tristan.
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ed~

by

F~Ranke.

v.462lff.
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The first translation, as far as we know, was made by
J.Bftsch1ng 1n Zurich 1nl810.

It was his translatial that the

old Goethe happened to read in 1811, and he stated his impres
sion as follows:
Den Ekel gegen e1nen aussltzigen Herrn, fftr den s1ch das
wackerste M!dchen aufopfert, w1rd man schwerlic los; wie
denn durchaus e1n Jahrhundert, wo die w1derwArt1gste Krank
heit in e1nem fort Motive zu le1denschaftl1chen L1e6ed
und Ritterthaten reichen muss, uns mit Abscheu erf~llt.
Die dort e1nem Heroismus zugrunde liegende schreckliche
Krankheit w1rkt wenigstens auf m1ch so gewaltsam, dass ich
m1ch von blosser Berfthrung e1nes solohen Buches schon an
gesteckt glaube. 3
This is Goethe's only extended expression of feeling concerning
medieval 11terature. 4 Unfortunately, no copy of Bftsching's trans
lation 1s available to me.

According to A.Schirokauer,5 it was

a miserably modernized paraphrasex of the original and full of

misunderstandings.

For example, he translated one of the most

I
important passages
of the original as follows:

Ihr ,.!asst haben eine Magt,
D19, J vollkommen ehrbar,
pen~bco des Willens war,
Das: sie den Tod duroh Euch litte.
i

These ax'e the doctor's words, whom Heinrich visited at Salerno so
h~

that

might get cured of leprosy by his advise.

The original

read: '/
iI

I {'

l .

;

~

3

J ;4
1:

Weimar Auagabe, vol.XXXVI. pp.72-73.(Annalen 1811)

'
A.Sch1rokauer!' Die Legende vom Armen Heinrich"', GRM.

33/195),;2)
i,

;

ip. 262 .

5 '

)\ 11!,id;:. p. 262-68.
' .

:.L;

~
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1r mdezet haben e1ne maget
d1u vollen vr1baere
und ouch des willens waere
daz si den tot durch iuch lite.

(v. 224-27)

We will not blame Btlsching for his use or the word ~hrbar
because we can read either vrtbaere, hibaere,

~rbaere

or man

baere in the manuscripts,6 but und ouch means und zwar, 6ber
dies, dabei noch, never dennoch.

The doctor tells him in the

original that the first requirement of the victim must be vir
ginity(magettuom), the second, her free choice of self-aacrif1ce,
i.e. self-sacrifice without any co•pulsion.
must be willing to suffer death for him.

In addition, she

Bftaching's translation

implies that the girl must be respectable, honorable, nevertheless
(the self-aacrif1ce in this case means something against her honor?)
she must be willing to suffer death by him(Heinrich,i kills her for
himself?).

The real meaning of this passage is clearly indicated

by the girl's word in the original:
so bin ich zarznte guot;
ich bin ein maget und han den muot.

(v.561-62)

Heinrich in the original says the same thing again to the peasant.
ich
diu
und
daz

rlffleze han ein maget
vollen vribaere
ouch des willens waere
sia den tot durch mich lite. (v.446 - 49)

Bftsching trantlates again,
Ich musste haben ein Magt
die voll mannbar
und auch des Willens war
dass sie den Tod durch mich litte.

6
F.Ranke, "Mhd. vribaere 'frei 1m Entschluss, fre1w1llig••,
ZfdA. 79(1912) p. 178ft.
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Though we have four choices in the reading of vr1baere as men
tioned, :!msching's selection of manbaere ls his mistake, it ls
contrary to Hartmann's aestheticism.
translation 1ndded.

Goethe read a very poor

However, not only the translation is respon

sible for Goethe's abhorrence against Der Arme Heinrich.

We

should think more about his abhorrence.
As we know, the old Goethe did not like sickness, something
gloomy and sombre, or a romantic mood.

Of course, he knew quite

well what sickness meant, its extreme and eccentric character,
perhaps better than any romanticist.

His early work proves it.

But as he became older, he came to hate it.
his Werther

He would not reread

and he gave a high regard only to classical clarity

and healthiness.

The story of Der Arme Heinrich is full of un

healthiness, gloominess, and has no golden mean which the old
Goethe thought much of.
abhorreno~

Sch1rokauer•s analysis of Goethe's

is short but excellent.

I agree with him on this pro

blem. It reads as follows:
Der, Zus)and der lesundheit war somit der elner mittleren Lage,
elder Art von sterbarer Balance zwischen eiaem Zuviel und
einem Zuwen1g. Wo aber war die gesunde und heilsame M1ttel
lage be1 d1esem Heinrich von Aue? Hoch Hber dem gew8hnl1ch
menschl1chen lebt er in Hofesglanz und Daae1nswonne, e1n
grosser Herr und Ritter ohne Tadel, bis 1hn die w1derw!rt1gste
Krankheit unter alles Menschliche ern1edr1gt. Zu seiner
~eilung w1rd e1n Menschenopfer verlangt und wirklich dar
·geboten. Das alles 1st der Ebene des realen Lebens, der
, Lebenstatsachen, der normalen Umstande durchaus entrl!ckt,
sptelt in einer sowohl aber- als unter-, m1th1n un1rd1achen
Sp~!re und t~§gt nichts bel zur BewHltigung der Forderung
des Tages, wor1n f~r Goethe das moralische Wesen wahrer Poes1e
bestant. Und so se1n Nein, Ekel und Abscheu.7
7

A.Sch1rokauer,~D1e

33(1951/2) pp. 262-68.

Legende vom Armen Heinrich•, GRM.
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Goethe saw in medieval literature only such people as were
absorbed in an extrem passion and requested other people to
do extreme servitude when they needed it.

If we re:ad the

medieval literature from such a point of view, almost every
medieval epic would appear to be full of extremeJ,gloom1ness
and unhealthiness.

The Gralk8n1g in Parzival has an incurable

wound and his castle is always in sadness.

Tristan was named

so in memory of his parents' sad fate and the epic

that

pro~es

the name was appropriate to his life which ended under. a sad
destiny such as the name suggests.

Thinking thus, the old

Goethe might have seen a prototype of the medieval ll,terature
in Der Arme Heinrich.

We can understand the old Goe.the' s

abhorrence for the medieval literature.

But did'nt •he himself

have the wrong attitude
of approaching medieval
.

li~er~turer
I

We know at least that he did not read the or1g1nai epic which
I

.

'

a voids carefully any gloomy and bloody s1 tuation .'( / In -.: add1 ti on,
'•

the original treats the disease as a symbol or sin, not as a ·.
\

schreckliche Krankheit in a modern sense.

If the .Blble had isom'
••

I

!

\

other kind of disease as a motif of impressive allt°!gory, Haf'~ mann
\

\

might have used it, because he simply followed a traditionai \
., \
The
_real
main
motif
of
the
story
1s
not
the
disease
«\and
source.

-~

.

its cure, but the spiritual progress of the hero and the heroine.
If Goethe had read t_he original which emphasized the spiri tual':l ty
'

'!

'

in a crystal-clear language, he would have understeod it better, :,

~

l\
because he had a keen interest in a beautiful mind and kalokaga,hia\
\

.

!
;

'

'

\
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that Hartmann tried to show us 1n hit medieval way.

G.Ehris

mann writes as follows, touching on Goethe's error.
Das MA, war 1hm nioht 1nnerl1ch verwandt. Was Hartmann
gerade sorgf!rt1g verhftllte, das Ekelhafte der Krankae1t,
das sohuf er mit se1nem alles plastisch sehenden Auge
s1nngre1fl1oh nach. Die m1ttelalterl1che Gedankenwelt
lag 1hm zu ferne und so sah er in der Todesh1ngabe nur
das 8pfer e1nes waokern Mndchens, nioht e1n Symbol der
Erlesung. Er selbst hat uns e1n solches, e1n unvergle1ch
11ches, geschaffen. Eine rei•neJunifrau hat die tobenden
Pur1en des Orestes besohw1cht1gt.
Alle menschliohen Ge
brechen sfthnet reine Menschlc1ke1t." Die re1ne Menachlcl
ke1t 1st m1ttelalterl1oh triuwe. Aber h1er nun klafft der
Riss zwischen unaren ethischen Empf1nden und dem des MA.s;
n1cht der autome Wille des erl8senden Menschenkindes, die
unm1ttelbar vor dessen sittlicher Re1nhe1t ausstrSmende
Beseligung vollbringt das Heilungswunder, sondeITI die Gnade
Gottes erst schafft die stihnende Kraft der triuwe. 6

t'
t1
\'"

~··

· ' '.
\

.

. H.Tardel mentions with respect to Goethe's abhorrence that it
\;.
'.\'-._

was \';• conflict between classicism and biblical thought .9
After Btlsching's translation in verse, W.Grimm translated
the original carefully into prose and published it in 1815 with
his brother.

This is perhaps the oldest and the most faithful

translation of the original both as to content and to tone.

The

book has an introduction on the spiritual and cultural background
of the epic, especially on the motif of blood cure of leprosy, -,_
written by the brothers.

Considering that both Uhland and Chamisso

were inspired by Grimm's translat•on, the book must have been
popular and have had an influence upon that time.

8

The translation

G.Ehrismann, Geachichte der deutschen Literatur. II.2,1.
pp. 204-5.
9
H.Tardel~•Der Arme Heinrich in der neueren Dichtung•;
pp. 1-2, 16-17.
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is worked out in simple and elegant enough German to convey
the original tone.

The book was a republished in 1904 as one

of Wieabadener Volksbfioher(No. 51) with an introduction by R.
Steig, and again in 1905 in an ornamental edition by E.Liebermann
in Hamburg.

After Grimm's translation, many translations of the

epic appeared in close succession: Matlath and Koffinger's in

1817, Lachmann's in 1820, Rassmann's in 1821, Simrock's in 1830,
Wackernagel ' s in 1835, a.Schwab's in 1836, W.Mfiller's in 1842,
Haupt's in 1842, P,Koch's in 1848, Henneberger's in 1849, H.von
Wolzogen's in 1852, Schatz's in 1871, G.Barnak's in 1849, Hage
dorn1s in 1898, T.Ebner's in 1899 and others. Some of' the transla
tors tried to trnsrate the original into prose in the seae manner
as Grimm according to their philological study of the original.
Others tried to translate it into verse, aiming to
original veBse fOfm or the original tone.

the

~estore

All these translations

(some ot them are paraphrases, e.g. G.Schwab's.) have shared a ,_'"'

I

common character, that 1s to say, they tried to be ,as truthful as
possible to the original.

Therefore, I shall pass over them here.

The only thing that might be said about them is that it is very
difficult to restore the original tone in modern German.

For

example, S1mrock tried to translate it into the original verse
form, i.e. into four beat epic verse with rime pairs, using
carefully archaic words but he could not succeed.

We can indeed

learn something about the original verse form by it, but we
cannot be satisfied from the aesthetic point of view.

In addition,
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Simrook' B verse form is not carried through according to ,he
principle of versification of the original.

Ebner tried to

put his translation into octet rime in order to let the or1
ginal somewhat monotonous tone match the modern readers' taste
with effect, but the octet rime sounds too heavy to convey the
simple and naive content.

It does not seem successful.

In

addition in his translation, Heinrich condemn God and people
when he got the disease, which is against Hartmann's idea.
Among the translation in verse, Hagedorn's deems to be relative
ly ~ ~ell

done.

It has the same verse form as the original, i.e.

fo4r beat verse with rime pair in most cases.
Apart from these translations and some paraphraees, I
would'. like to study now some adaptations of the original, which
seems more

p:er~~ent
,. :

to my subject.

Shortly after the Grimm

brothers published their translation, L.Uhland who was devoted
to the study of medieval literature tried to compose a drama
based on

~er

Arme Heinrich.

According to his diary, he read

the translation by Grimm on February 6th and 7th, 1818, and studied
the original in his library.lo Uhland's wife also sta~es that he
was working on Der Arrne Heinrich

in the spring of 1818. 11 We

see here the fir5t example of the influence of the Grimm-trans
lation.

Uhland, however, did aot finish the drama. A. von
10

T.Hartmann, Uhlands Tagebuch 1810-1820(Stuttgart, 1897)

p. 288.
11

Frau Uhland,Ludwif Uhlands Leben.(stuttgart, 1874)p.140
Also, H,Schne1der, Uhland.e'ben,D1chtung,Forschuns(Berl1n,l920)
p. 240.
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Keller printed the fragment of 24 verses.

It deals with the

doctor's monologue in Salerno, who had seen the girl with Hein
rich.
Die Blume wird geknickt, das fromme Lamm
Gesc~lachtet; hat allein der Menschenstamm
Ein Recht auf Leben? Ein gelehrter Streit
Ist's selbst noch, ob 1hr We1ber Menschen seyd.
Seyd 1hr bestimmt, uns Menschen zu gebAren,
M1t eurer Brdste snrte uns zu n!hren,
Warum, wenn unsre Rettung drauf beruht,
Nicht auch, zu lassen euer Herzensblut?
Die K8nig1n der Blume 1st die Rose,
Sie 1st die recht vollkommene, makellose,
Und hab'ioh Je mit Zagen sie gepfldckt,
Mit Zittern Je 1hr heilend 01 gedruckt,
Und h1er e1n halbes, mangelhaftes Wesen,
Ein Weib, ein MBdchen nur, lass ich geneden,
Indess verschmachten muss der Mann, der Held?
Was 1st im we1ten grossen All der Welt
E1n Mftdohenleben? Zu Salerno nur
Sind Mldchen zahllos w1e das Gras der Flur.
Ein M!dchenleben 1st ein Sehnsuohthauch,
Ein Liebesseufzer. Wftrst du besseres auch,
T~dt'ich dich, ioh opfere d1ch in Kraft
Der g~ttlichen erhabenen W1ssenschaft,
Der mlchtigen, der me1n Leben angehSrt,
die gle1ch dem Weltgeist schafft, wenn sie zerst8rt. 12
This is all or the fragment.

What it means is, however, quite

interesting, though we cannot know Uhland's idea of the whole
drama.
doctor.

In this fragment, Uhland directs his attention to the
The doctor has a long monologue and affirms his opera

tion for the sake of Wtssenschaft.

In the original epic, the

doctor speaks only professional words in order to test the girl's
12

A. von Keller, Uhland als DramatikerS mit Benutzung
seines handschriftl1chen Nachlass(Stuttgart, l 77) p. 409.
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will, while in the fragment he thinks deeply about the meaning
of the operation and affirms it positively, so as to serve
liche erhabene Wissenschaft.

g~tt

That is to say, Uhland as a drama

tist directed his attention first at a magician, a man who used
a miriculous power.

A magician is different from a priest.

A

priest is a servant of God, he asks God to do something for men.
To him God is the only one who has a mighty power.
ginal epic, God plans and manages everything.

We could say that

it is written from the priest's view of the world.
being is powerless in it.

In the ori

The human

On the other hand, the doctor in the

fragment has a power and used it for himself in the name of
science.

This connection of a human being tDlth a miraculous

power is one of the great characteristics of Romanticism, which
emphasiezed in Longfellow's Golden Legend.
When Uhland read the original for the first time, he was
attracted by the religiousity of the content.
Ich habe diese Erznhlung h1er eingereiht, nicht bloss, weil
die endliche Wendung ein Gnadenwunder 1st sondern weil das
Ganze in rel1gi8sem Sinne aufgefasst 1st. 13
and he understand the original quite well:
Der mildeste und 1nn1gste unter altdeutschen Dichtern hat
durch seine Behandlung fiber das schroffe der alten Sage ein
so sanfte, ged§mpfte Licht ausgegossen, dass dieses Gedicht
ala eins der gediegensten und anmutigsten des deutschen
Mittelalters dasteht. In keinem seiner Gedichte hat wohl
Hartmann von Aue diese klare, anm~~hige Beredsamkeit schBner
dargelegt, als im Armen Heinrich.

13

L.Uhland, Schriften zur Geschichte der Dichtung und Sage.

8 vols.(Stuttgart, 1886). Vol.IV. p.63.
14
ibid. pp. 63 - 64.
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But one he begins to compose a drama of Der Arme Heinrich, his
romantic Titan1sm takes a clear form.

Relig1oustyis undoubtedly

the most important characteristic of Uhlamd, it is the essence
of his view of life, but he saw divinity always through nature~5
A magician who serves nature and knows a secret power, therefore,
becomes a romantic Titan to him.

We should remind ourselves that

Romanticism is a mysticism which took place after the Renaissance,
1.e. after the estab1shment of human autonomy.

The original epic

lacks the idea of human autonomy.
It is said that K.L. Kannegiesser composed an one-act drama
called Der Arme Heinrich in 1836, whose text is, however, not
available to us.

Krumpelmann says,"This play was probably not

widely circulated and entirely without influence on subsequent
treatment of the theme. 11 16
In 1837, A.von Chamisso translated Der Arme Heinrich and
made a papaphrase of it, which was dedicated to the Grimm
brothers in the Musenalmanach,1839.

Chamisso's paraphrase is

composed in rhymeless five beats trochaic verse which is much
better than Simrock's but, nevertheless, far from the natural
freshness and simplicity of the original.

The paraphrase is

shorter than the original but relatively truthful to it except
in one part.

15

It seems that he made use of Grimm's translation

O.Burger, Schwibische Romantik. Studien zur Chara
kter des Uhlandkrt1s(Stuttgart, 1928) p. 76.
16
J.K.Krumpelmann.•Longfellow's Golden Legend and the
Armer Heinrich theme in modern German literature 6 , JEGPh.25(1926)
p. 188.
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Und die HHnde ringend warf und weinend
Sich vor Gott der Arme; seine Worte
Quellem schier verkehrt aus setnem tiefern,
Bessern Herzen, und er schrie zu Gott auf:
•Herr, barherz 1 ger Gott, gieb Kraft mir sander,
Kraft zu dulden, was du selbst verh~ngt hast;
Lass in Demut mich mein Siechtum tragen,
Aber nicht, in deinem Zorn, der Unschuld
Schreiend Blut auf meine Seele laden! "17
The knight rushes into the room and has the operation stopped.
This part of the original 1s, as I quoted at the beginning of
this chapter, very short and concise.

The hero does not say

anything but gets a glimpse of the girl on the operating table.
That is all.

Walzel put a note on this scene as follows,•Hart

mann llsst die Umkehr in Heinrich ganz naiv durch die sinnliche
Wirkung beim Anblick seines Opfers vor sich gehen; bei Chamisso
wirkt alle1n die Schwere des Augenblicks. 11 18 And perhaps the
scene of a naked, bound girl might have been too cruel for
readers at that time, just as for English readers at that time,
a point which will be discussed later in connection with D.G.
Rossetti's translation of Der Arme Heinrich.
In the same manner as Uhland's fragment, Chamisso's
paraphrase has a strong character of Romanticism.

For example,

his emphasis on natuee is a feature of it.

17

Chamisso's Werke. ed. by O.Walzel(DNL) pp.269-70.
18
ibid. p. 269.
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Wessen 1st die Burg, die dort veredet
Mitten in dem sch8nen Schwaben trauert?
Gras und Parrenkraut bewachst die S!iegen
Und die Eule nistet in den Ttlrmen. 9
We can find also strtng emotional expressions in it.
Nach Salerno! nach Salerno! Pr§chtig
Schmuckte Heinrich zu der Fahrt dae Opfer,
•••••

Nach Salerno! Wohl nach schwerem Abschied
Zogen nach Salerno jetzt die beiden.20
The original reads simply as follows,
Sus fuor gegen Salerne
froel~ch und~ gerne
die maget mit ir herren.

( v. 1051)

Though we cannot deny that Chamisso's interpretation was some
roman~'1c,

what

the paraphrase is re lati vely truthful to the ori

ginal. w~ich distinguishes it from later adaptations of the epic.
/
/ During the two decades after Chamisso 's paraphrase there

appeaf~d no work on Der Arme Heinrich in Germany.
whi~h
.

The works

were written after these two decades differ in their chara

·,

cte,r !,remarkably from those which were made befot'e.

z/·

'1

Therefore,

.

thes~

two Qecades, 1.e. the 1840 1 s and 50's, mean a period of

· II

t

.

I

demar~ation

i
!.

i
:

between the first revival and the second revival of
.

Der A'trrie 1.He1nr1ch.
1

cal s+t~ation.

Germany in this pert>0d was in a hard pol1t1 

~oreover, people's interest in literature was

i

leaning towards realism, which was evidently not favorable to
/\
I .

I/

f

/ t ;,
/

f,

19 '
9hamdlssos Werke. (DNL) p. 259.
.

"\ )11 2 ~ib1d •

t/

. ; i

/

. p. 265.

.

\,

such a legendary source as Der Arme Heinrich.
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It is quite

interesting to me that during this period of absence the source
was trnsported into England and America, where two works were
composed, by D.G.Rossetti in England and by H.W.Longfellow ,in
America.

These two works are quite different from each .other

in character.

Rossetti's is truthful to the original a,nd belongs

to the work in the period of the first revival while Longfellow's
1s a work completely different from the original and belongs to
the type of the second revival,

In addition, Longfellow's work

has a remarkable influence upon later

treatmen~

of ,the source

in Germany.

/

J .

Rossetti's work is a paraphrase of the

or~ginal.

made in 1846 when he was only eughteen years old.

:'. It was

He did not

publishe it while he was alive, but his brother incorporated it
later in his collected works for the reason that Ross4!tti •was
not dissatisfied with it in later years and more
thought of putting it into print. 21 •
tee brother, D.G.Rossetti

1111

th~n

once

According to w~M.Rossetti,
i

beginri;~ng

learned German at hom,,,

\~,

towards 1843, under the tuition of an exeellen~{ t~ac.her an~,,

ex

cellent man, Dr. Adolf Heinemann, the Profes so; i,l,' Uni verai~~- · .,

.w.~.Ro~~etti s~ws: .\

College, .. 22 about whom no details are known. 2 3
//
.(

21

)'

/

The Collected Works of D.G.Rossett~. ed, by W.M.
Rossetti. 2 vols.(London, 1930) Vol.II. p. 519. ;'
/!

22

ibid. p. 519.

23L.A.Willoughby, D.G.Rossetti and
(London, 1912) p. 19.

/

I

1\

r .

/

G~rman

'. '•·:,t)
·' 1:'

literature. '

,

\\

\\
/
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•He was fired with a wish to translate some German poems.

He

Englisged Bfirger•s Lenore; and, beginning in 1845, the earlier
portion of the Nibelunsenlied.

These translationshave perished.•
1

D~r

He then took up the ancient poem by Hartmann von Aue,

Arme

Heinrich, It is not strange ror a boy who was learning German to
have trabslated a modern German poet at first and the Ni.ebelungen
~'

then Der Arme Heinrich, because even at p:eesent , th:e Niebe

lungenlied and Der Arme Heinrich

are being used for an

~lemen

tary text of Middle High German on almost every German d:epart
.

ment of university.

'

'

However, ther is no doubt that Der trme \

Heinrich was a favorate with the boy of eighteen fears wn<;> '.later
/,

. . '

.

· ·. ·.

,

became a leader of the Pre-Raphaerite Brotherhood, beca~~e th{;?
.L

\

work is not actually a translation but a paraphrase made wi t .h ",\
'\

.

effort.

'

A character! st1c of the Pre-Raphaer1 tes c·ome /OUt

alr~ady

.

in the lines of his Henry the Leper: breadth or diffuseness
the narrative, vivid coloring or the sentences.

··,,

;

.

\

.

,\

·,

.o..r ·.
'.

\

Let us compare

the paraphrase with the original.
.·. \ \ '

i .

er was ein bluome der jugent,
der werlte rreude ein spiegelglas,
ataeter triuwe ein adamas,
ein ganziu kro~e der zuht.

'

\, \

/f

...

~

( v. 6'l -64')

A blossoming branch of youthfulness,
A looking glass to the world around,
A stainless and priceless diamond,
/
Of gallant 'haviour a beautiful wre~th,
A home when the tyrant menaceth,
A buckler to the breast of his friend~~
And courteous without measure or end. ·

/

\
'

;

;· · .

24

/;
The Collected Works ·of D.G.Rosse-tj1. p. 421.
'

4

:1/ J

''/··
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The original four lines are expanded to seven lines full of
color.

Though we cannot see by this example, riming is not

completely carried through.

As for the content, a modern

poet betrays himself in it.

The girl is ten years old when

~he

sees Heinrich for the first time, instead of the eight

i

years of the original.

Therefore, she decides to sacrifice

I

art

' herself
.

Heinric~.',

the age of thirteen.

In the same manner as Chamisso' s

Rossetti 1 s Henry does not peer into the room where

/

t,he naked girl is lying on the table.

Henry utters a long ph1lo

J·o ph1cal tJIOnologue instead and comes to change his mind by him
self,

/i

tha~ /

is to say, Rossetti's treatment of the scene is ethical

aather than religious, just as was Cham1sso 1 s.

Willoughby says,

Rossetti', ~ early Victorian prudishness caused him not to present
• naked and bound girl to the readers. 25 He also omits the des
cr1pt1on of the father who is beating his daughter.

In addition,

Rossetti puts the girl's long speech of explaining her self-sacr1
r~ce into the paraphrase.

We can see here a modern character of

logical and ethical meditation, and Rossetti's philosophical re
flectton.

Because of this modern reflection, the paraphrase

lacks the original pure ,naive simplicity.
unde~standing

Concerning his

of Middle High Ge man, L.A.Willoughby says that

the paraphrase is too skillful to be a work done by a boy of
eighteen years, perhaps he used some German translation for

25
p. l9ff'.
'

L.A.Willoughby, D.G.Rossetti and German literature
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reference, presumably Haupt's translation, because Rossetti
chose the word erbaere both in verse 225 and 447 of the ori
ginal epic, where we have four choices, 1.e. erbaere, vribaere,
manbaere and hibaere by the manusdripts.
as Rossetti, and Haupt's translation

Haupt reads exactly
26
was published in 1842.

With Rossetti's paraphrase the first revival of Der Arme Hein
rich comes to an end.

His manuscript of the paraphrase was

sold at auction and came to America, where it was published in
facsimile in 1905. 27

(

26
p. 19ff.

27

L.A.Willoughby, D.G.Rossetti and German literature •.
Henry the Leper paraphrased by D.G.Rosaetti, with

introduction by W.P.Trent(B1bl1oph1le

Soc1~ty

of Boston, 1905)

CHAPTER IV
THE SECOND REVIVAL
In 1851, H.W.Longfellow published a drama based on the
legend of Der Arme Heinrich.

It was actually an epical and

lyrical arrangement of the original epic, with the title of
The Golden Legend.

This rather poor arrangement of Der Arme

Heinrich nevertheless made an amazing impact on the history of
the theme.

The drama did nit become popular in his country but

did in Germany through translations by K.H.Keck in 1850, by E.
von Hohanhausen in 1880 and others 1 and had a considerable
influence upon the German people.

The influence upon R.Huch

and G.Hauptmann will be discussed later in the chapter.
Though he did not state that he took the source from
Hartmann, it is obvious that he made use of Hartmann's work
as his source, for the reason that the place names and the plot
in general are the same in both.

As for the content, however,

this drama is a work independent of the original epic.

Therefore

we can say that this is the first and typical work which belongs
to the second revival.

The composition of the drama reminds us

of Goethe's Faust, but the hero is a sentimental and hypochon
driacal youth unlike Faust.

Longfellow shows his extraordinary

pedantry in the drama with his own learned notes.

It is clear

that this drama is not for presentation on the stage but a kind
l

.•
cf. A.I.Roehm, Biblio ra hie und Kritik der deutschen
Ubersetzungen aus der amerikanischen Dichtung Leipzig, 1910
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of Lesedrama.

The composition of the drama is as follows;

Prologue

In night and storm, Lucifer, with the power
of the air, tries to tear down the cross.
Lucifer's monologue. The bells and voices.

Act I

The castle of Vautsberg on the Rhine. Henry
who wakes nights and reads in books is worry
ing about his restless life. A flash of light
out of which Lucifer appears, in the shape of
a travelling physician, and teaches a magic
cure for Henry's hypochondria. A maiden's
blood is the medicine. Walter of the Vogel
we1de sympathizes with him outside of the castle.

Act II

A farm in the Odenwald. Elsie, a farmer's
daughter, takes care of Henry. The girl
decides to sacrifice herself for Henry. Her
parents oppose her but agree at last. A church
scene. Lucifer appears as a priest.

Act III

Henry, Elsie and their attendants on the way
to Salerno meet Walter at Strassburg. He is
also on his way to the Crusade. They study
the Cathedral and together watch a nativity.

Act IV

They stop at Hirschau. A scene of the convent
of Hirschau. A scene of the cloister. Lucifer
appears in a chapel as a Frenchman on a pilgri
mage to Rome. Clsie sees Irmingard, former
fiancee of Henry, in a neighboring nunnery.

Act V

They stop at Lucern. Lucifer under the Devil's
Bridge of Lucern looks at them crossing the
bridge. Scenes of the St.Gothard pass, the
Alps and the sea. Lucifer appears at times and
watches their travel.

Act VI

The school of Salerno. Lucifer appears as a
doctor, who is about to kill Elsie by operation.
Henry, reflecting on his sin, delivers Elsie from
Lucifer by force. Her parents who are worrying
about their daughter's fate are informed that
she was saved. The marriage of Henry and Elsie.

Epilogue

The angel of good deeds and the angel of evil
deeds discuss human deeds. The latter says,
•1t is Lucifer,/ The son of mystery;/ And since
God suffers him to be,/ He, too, is God's mini
ster,/ And labors for some good/ By us not under
stood!
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In spite of being full of the religious mood, the Golden
Legend is actually an imitation or the Faust
that by Goethe.
desire.

drama, especially

The hero 1s a learned youth with unsatisfied

He accepts a human 'sacrifice

~Y

suggestion of an evil

spirit, Lucifer-MephQstopheles, so that he may be saved from
spiritual frustration but he · is saved rather by a girl's pure
and stainless wish to sacrifice herself for her lover.

Henry's

first monologue reminds us of Goethe's prologue to Faust:
Come back! ye friendship long departed!
That like o 1 erflow1ng streamlets started,
And are now dwindled, one by one,
To stony channels in the sun!
Come back! ye friends, whose lives are eeded
Come back! with all that light attended.
The evil angel's speech in the epilogue is similar to Mephisto's
·.speech in Faust.

In addition, the scene of a cloister where

Lucifer talks of the monks' behavior in Abelard's cloister in
St.Geldas de Rhuys reminds us of Auerbachs Keller in Goethe's
Faust.
Elsie is a girl of fifteen years and full of piety, . but
her self-sacrifice is not motivated by caritas but apparently
.!!!!.2£ for Henry, because her speeches to Henry are full of human

love.

The reason for Henry's frustration is not made clear to

the audience. ' The ·o nly part which suggests the reason is

A smouJ.!dering, dull, perpetual flame,
As in a kiln burns in my veins,

Sending up vapours to the head;
My heart has become a dull lagoon
Which a kind of leprosy drinks and drains.3
2

tn~s:
.'

i

i
i.

,

.

\

\
"\;

\

H.W.Longfellow, The Golden Legend(Boston, 186l)p. 12. \
'
\
3
'
,;. \
ibid. p. 17.
,. .
.'

.! . \
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He has a disease but it is not exactly leprosy, though it seems
.to be something like leprosy.
~he

He later watches a nativity among

people ans appears 1n cities with his attendants.

i",prosy this would be impossible.
'

If he had

Therefore, it is not always

i

n;.c essary for him to take a huamn sacrifice.

We had better

understand that he wants a human sacrifice only because of the
suggestion of Lucifer, an evil spirit.
fice herself, therefore, for...reason

Elsie decides to sacri

of her !!!!£!: for him, so

that he may recover his health and rule again the country with
authority.

The biblical background of leprosy is completely

neglected by Longfellow.

We could say, accordingly, the drama

is a romantic ethical love-drama in a religious setting.

Of

course, Henry does not see the symbolic figure of the girl on
the operating table.
own reflection.

He changes his mind for himself by his

H.Tardel says of Longfellow's understanding

of Der Anne Heinrich:
Longfellow sah das mittelalterliche Kulturlebcn in der
einseitigen, verklMrenden Auffassung der deutschen Romantik,
deren gelehriger Schuler er wBhrend se1nes lAngeren Aufent
haltens in Deutschland gewesen war. 4
Longfellow's motivation of Elsie's self-sacrifice and of Henry's
change of mind are thus quite humanistic and ethical, completely
different from the original.
Provide~oe,

4

The original is an epic of

while the Golden Legend

sin

isa huma.n drama of Henry,

H.Tarde1,•ner Arme Heinrich in der neueren Dichtung.

p. 10.

and

e
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Elsie and an evil spirit Lucifer.

Besides these facts, Long

fellow• a dramatization is sometimes unreasonable.

For example,

A.SchBnbach says:
Wie wenig hat ein Dichter den Sinn dieser frommen Legende
gefasst, der dem guten Mldchen erst das bunte Schauspiel
der Welt zeigen l!sst, bevor er es dem Opfertod vorwirft! 5
Henry and Elsie's travels to Salerno with many attendants seems
to be a kind of sight-seeing Journey; they stop at many histori
cal sites and the poet explains minutely the sites and customs of
the people.

We cannot imagine that they are going to Salerno

where Elsie must die.
This drama, however, had a strong influence upon later
works in Germany.

Translations of it were published several

times. Hohenhausen's translation went into a second edition.

It

is quite interesting to see that many later versions of Der Arme
Heinrich showed the influence of the Golden Legend, an American
edition, so to speak.

It seems to me that the source was trans

ported once to America and imported back again to Germany.

I

am not talking here of A.Sullivan's cantata of the Golden Legend,
nor W.Raabe's Des Reiches Krone.

The former is an operabaud on

Longfellow and the latter cannot be regarded as a work based on
the source, though they contain the same motif as the original
epic.

I am talking here of the dramas written by an anonymous

writer in 1861, by J.We1len in 1874, by B.Fischer in 1881, by

5

A.Softenbach, Gesammelte Aufsltze zur neueren L1teratur
(Oraz, 1900) p.256.
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H. P8hn1 in 1887, by K.Schultes in 1897, by H.Hanau in 1900,
by K.Becher in 1900, by G.Hauptrmann in 1904, an opera by H.
Pf1tzner in 1895, and a short story by R.Huch in 1899.
To my regret, copies of these works are not available
to me except R.Huch's and G.Hauptmann's work.

However, H.Tardel

made relatively minute exerpts of the anonymous writer's work,
Weilen's, Fischer's, PBhnl's, Schultes', Hanau•s, Becher's and
Pfitzner's work. 6 I shall make use of these when I discuss the
works.
Der Arme Heinrich seems to be a good subject to be made
into a drama.

The story is divided into three phases: Heinrich's

courtly life, his life on a peasant farm with a girl, and his
new start.

Each phase has a special character and there is a

startling event between the phases.

The only thing which seems

to be difficult to be presented on stage is his leprosy.

There

fore, Longfellow already did not describe leprosy, he changed
it to something else.

But if one changed the disease to another

his work could become weak and lose the symbolic meaning of the
ot-oginal

legend~.

ae we saw in Longfellow' a Golden Legend.

This

is the most interesting and difficult problem for the dramatiza
tion of it.

We should remember that Chamisso and Rossetti did .

not even describe the naked girl or the beating scene.
In 1861, 1.e. eleven years after Keck's translation of
the Golden Legend was published, an anonymous writer published
a drama titled Der Arme Heinrich.

This drama shows a clear

·:, '

6
PP•

H.Tardel~

Der Arme Heinrich inder neueren Dichtung•,

18-35, 41-42, 58-68.
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feature of Longfellow's drama, being an ethical love-drama.

But

Lucifer's place is tahen by Guy de Chaulis, an assistant to the
doctor.

He comes to a German farm to see the sick Heinrich, who

is living ther with a peasant family.

The assistant takes Hein

rich and Agneta(the girl) to his master in Salerno but he comes
to love Agneta and tries persistently to gain her love.

Agneta

loves Heinrich with all her heart and rejects Guy's love. Shortly
before the operation, Guy asks for her love again but she rejects
him in the same manner as before.

Guy tries to kill her in the

operating room, taking the place or his •aster.

Heinrich who

has heard Guy declear his love, kills him and saves her.

In the

next act we see Heinrich reporting to Father Agid1us that he has
been cured by a miracle.
The motive

of

Agneta's self-sacrifice is not clear.

Since she loves Heinrich so much, we understand that she dies
for him because of her love for him.

Longfellow covered her

love with a religious mood but this anonymous writer does not
do so.

Her love is pure !!!!.9£•

not clearly explained either.

Heinrich's change of mind is
We understand that he comes to

love her by having known her permanent love for him.

Longfellow

had Henry change his mind as the result of deep philosophical
reflection while the anonpmous writer has Heinrich change his
mind simply by knowing her love.
original epic.

It is a vulgarization of the

The fact that Guy takes the place of Lucifer means

that a mystical element in Longfellow's treatment is replaced by
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a vulgar love-conflict.
has been cured.

We cannot know either how Heinrich

The Guy-Lucifer relation and rather Agidius

reveal that the writer made use or the Golden Legend, because
we cannot find them in former parapfrases.

In addition, Agneta

in the drama is a woman of seventeen years.
J.We1len's Heinrich von der Aue(l874) is quite complicated.
The hero of the drama does not contract leprosy but suddenly be
comes blind.

We1len hated to present leprosy on the stage, because

he was, according to Tardel,7a follower of classicism.

In the

dram4, Heinrich has a conflict with his brother over ownership

or

his castle and is defeated by the brother.

tion, he becomes blind.

In his frustra

Thie motivation
is that of classical
:

A girl who has been kicked by Heinrich's horae but,

tragedy.

nevertheless, is keeptlllg a feather of her generous master's
barret as a treasure, ta,Jtes care of him in her home in the obe
dient manner of a Kitchen von Heilbronn.

She is a shy and t1m1d

country girl but so loves him that she climbs bare-foot up a
steep 011rr in order to fetch an herb for the •iok Heinrich.

Having heard that a doctor in Salerno can cure him, she decides
to go to Salerno with him.

Heinrich who knows that the med1

o1ne is her blood cannot decide what to do.
reflection, he decides no to go.

After a deep and hard

His disease is cured at the mo

ment of his decision.

7

H.Tardel: Der Arme Heirnich in der neueren D1chtung",p.18.
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In this drama, there is no shadow of the legend.
is a real human drama influenced by Kleist and Schiller.
rich recovers from blindness by his own will-power.
very is rather a symbol of human will-power.

This
Hein

The reco

In spite of the

content, which os quite different from that of Longfellow, we
can find the influence of the Golden Legend.

First, the name

of the girl is Elsbeth(the girl in the original epic has no
name.)

Secondly, Hieronymus, Heinrich's former tutor and

herbalist, appears at times and advises as does a parish priest
in Longfellow.

Thirdly, the character of Elsbeth seems to be

developed from Elsie, because there is no such girl in the
former paraphrases, who loves Heinrich and serves him passio
nately in her home before the dec1sWt of her self-sacrifice,
except Elsie in the

GoJdan.0~I!q..nd.

In 1881, B.Fischer under the pseudonym of E.Ruten
berg published a dramatic poem named Verwundet und Geheilt.
We see here again the difficulty of motivation by leprosy.
The hero Heinrich . loves Hildegard, a daughter of the duke of
Zahr1ngen but she hesitates to give an answer to him because
of her shyness.

Heinrich's friend and vassal, Gottfried wins

her love before Heinrich does.
leprosy.

In despair, Heinrich cintracta

He retires to a farm house.

Thereafter, the drama

follows the original epic, except that the girl's brother ohecks
her self-sacrifice.
his reflection.

In Salerno, Heinrich changes his mind by

God heals him.

Leprosy in the drama is an
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1ntec t1onal disease in a modern sense and the girl is fifteen
years old.
is Else.

Her love for Heinrich is apparently .!!!!.2.!:•

Her name

We see in the drama that Heinrich loved Hildegard be

fore ha has leprosy 1n the same way as Henry in the Golden Legend
loved Irm1ngard.

How Heinrich contracts leprosy is not clear.

H.Pehnl's Armer Heinrich(l887) shows a content quite
similar to the original epic, in spite of its miserable moderni
zation.

Heinrich, a rich and proud earl, contracts leprosy.

The disease is a punishment by a fairy.
he is too prod.

She punishes him because

Heinrich is expelled from his castle, wears black

clothes and shakes a rattle while walking.

The writer describes

minutely the medieval ceremony of expelling a leper from a castle
and how the expelled leper lived at that time. The sick Heinrich
on his lonely way of pilgrimage, which he had planned several
years before, happened to stop in at a farmer's house.

The

farmer's daughter Hadwig who has Just become the Bohnenk8nig1n
by having found a lucky cake with a bean and has won the right
to ask her rather for anything she wants, asks the father for
permission to follow Heinrich and sacrifice herself for him. In
Salerno, Heinrich sees her naked body and changes his mind. The
plot is rather faithful to the original epic but what a moderni
zation!

Hadwig wins the right to sacrifice herself by a folk

loric custom or Bohnenk8nigin.
Longfellow in the drama.

We cannot find any influence of

I think, perhaps the writer read the

original in traslation and modernized it on purpose, for his
motivation of leprosy, his understanding of medieval custom,
show that he read Grimm's or Wackernagel's translation at least,
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which contain the explanation of the blood cure of leprosy
and life of lepers in the medieval age in their introductions.
PBhnl follows the explanation exactly and shows an unusual
liking of the medieval customstl

This 1&1.Cl kind

or·modern

para

phrase in the form of a drama.
Heinrich-drama

by the anonY"mous writer, J.Weilen,

B.F1scher and H.P8hnl are rather minor works.

Except

P~hnl,

all the writers seem to have made use of Longfellow or have
~nfluenoed

by him.

The anonymous writer tried to make a story

of love-conflict out or the Golden Legend.

We1len tried to

make a story or absolute love i n the same manner of Kleist's
Kitchen von Heilbronn under the influence of classical drama
turgy.

Fischer wanted to make the same kind of love-drama as

the Golden Legend.
humanistically.

All of them are alike in interpreting love

Their works are actually dramas of .!!!!.Q.!:•

The

disease need not be leprosy(Weilen changed it to blindness).
We could say, the legend was changed to a love story in the
dramas and lost the special religious meaning of the original
epic.

The only drama which reminds us of the original is that

by P8hnl, but his was terribly modernized and became a drama
for children.
However, these dramas have love and miracle as their
main motif, eaoept Weilen's, in which the motif is love and
power of will.

We can say at least that writers of these dramas

had an interest in the spiritual side or in the content of the
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legend, even though they changed the original earitas to !.!!.Q£
and the original leprosy with a religious background to a kind
or contagious disease or blindness in a modern sense{except
P8hnl whose leprosy meant a punishment by a fairy).
In the next stage, some writers neglected the content
of the legend almost completely.
to dramatic elements of

th~

They directed their eye only

legend.

As I mentioned, the legend

has some dramatic elements, e.g. tripartite structure ans some
symbolical events.

In addition, the medieval age is a good

setting for a spectacle drama.

We could add some oriental scenes

to the spectacle if we connected the story with the crusade •.,
\

Prom such point of view, C.Schultes composed a specta·c 1e
action drama in 1894 out of the legend.

His Der Arrne Heinrlch
\

\

is composed for theatrical effects only.

\

In this drama, Heinrich is a proud, obstinate and

\

vig~.,

rous man who is supposed to marry Renata, a proud and egoistic\
Italian lady.

The emperor Heinrich VI happened to stop at Help·.:\
['.

rich's castle on his way home from Rome, when a farmer named
1J!

Hanfried comes to see the emperor and complains to him that
.Heinrich has occupied his land by force.

{,

The emperer gives

'

Kinfried a right to keep the land.

Heinrich manaoes Hanfried,

threatening that he will kill him.

Der Triesdorfer, a m1nne

singer, tries to make Heinrich stop the farmer by reciting an
old story of King Rotbart but Heinrich gets angry and fights
with him.

.

\

He1nr1ch who has been wounded by the fighting, looks \

for a bandage.

A leper who has come to the town in order to
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touch the emperor and to be healed, put a piece of his clothes
upon Heinrich's wound.

Thus, Heinrich contracts leprosy.

Hein

rich who is now living in a cave with lepers, recieves a letter
from Renata, and comes to know that a doctor in Salerno can cure
him with a maiden's blood.

He turns his eye to a girl who is

carrying food to him out of sympathy.
farmer Hanfried.

She is a daughter of the

Heinrich blames the egoistic Renata's behavior

when the girl is with him and he wins her love.

Heinrich and the

girl go to the doctor in Salerno, who does not believe in a blood
cure of leprosy but wants to kill Heinrixh because Heinrich's
father killed the doctor's parents and brothers when he occupied
· the city of Salerno.

The doctor, however, is deeply moved by

Maria's love for Heinrich and tries to the blood cure.
h~ppens

Heinrich

to catsch a glimpse of the beautiful, naked girl on the

\

\

op~rating table and orders the doctor not to operate.

Having

changed his mind, he gives half of his property to the city of
Salerno and another half to Maria.
will break with Renata.

He declares then that he

Renata,· enraged, tries to take revenge

on Heinrich with the help or her friend, the owner of an inn
where Heinrich and Maria are staying.

Heinrich is wounded by

Renata and her f'ric:ad, while l"taria is also about to be kileed
by them, when the doctor cames and saves them.

In the last

act Heinrich reports to the emperor in Reichenau that he has
been cured by the doctor's care and saved by Maria's love.
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This is not a miracle drama.

Leprosy in the drama

means simply a contagious disease and 1t is cured by medical
treatment.

Even the doctor does not believe in the blood cure.

This is not a love drama either, because Maria's love of Hein
rich is merely a part of the drama, and is not the main part.
The main accent of the drama is put on action, for example on
fighting.

This is quite a new treatment of Der Arme Heinrich.

We could call it Der Arme Heinrich in Italian style, a sign of
which can be found already in the drama by the anonymous writer.
H.Hanau•s Der Arme Heinr1chll900) belongs also to the
amusement type, though it has a more religious setting than
Schultes'.

The writer emphasizes an oriental exotic and gro

tesque element of the story.
of proud playboy.

Heinrich in the drama is a kind

He is indulging in pleasures.

He has brought

an oriental girl called Sule1ma when he Jointed a crusade, and
orders people to kiss her feet in the oriental manner.
and his daughter refuse and are banished by him.

A farmer

It is from

Suleima that Heinrich gets leprosy, she has been a leper.
Having got the disease, he comes to recover his reason and
begins to live alone in a forest near the expelled farmer's cot
tage.

Heinrich's friend Johannes who loves the farmer's daughter

and visits her at times, tells her scornfully of Heinrich's
disease and miserable life.
b~on

She, on the contrary, looks down

Johannes who despises his friend and sympathizes with

Heinrich.

There is a cloister in the forest where a monk lives
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who can cure leprosy by his charms.
the monk to cure Heinrich.

Gertrud{the girl) asks

The monk tells her that she must

carress the leper if she wants him to be cured.

His explana

tion of leper and leprosy is so vividly exact that she feels
it impossible to caress Heinrich, but she does decide to do so.

Heinrich who has heard of her decision, wanders in the stomy
forest.

He sees there a woodman who advises him to take off

his drenched clothes and dry them by the fire.

Heinrich, be

lieving himself a leper, hesitates to do so but when the clothes
are taken off, he finds himself healed.

He comes to Gertrud

and kneels down before her as before a saint.
As we see, the reason for Gertrud's dee1sion is not
love for him but sympathy.

Considering the writer's descrip

tion of Heinrich's sensual life and leprosy, he has as strong
an interest in the grotesqueness and extremes as is obvious
from hhe fact that the writer used the motif of caressing a
leper.

In addition, Gertrud's self-sacrifice does not mean

death in the drama.
Now, we can classify the modern dramas we mentioned into
two types: romantic, sentimental love-drama and the amusement
drama of action or grotesque, though some
ment of love conflict.
from Longfellow.

or

them have an ele

The romantic type seems to have come

The element of love conflict seems also to

have come from the situation of Irmingard of the Golden Legend.
The exotic and grotesqueness is a new element.

The only excep'° L

tion is Weilen's Der Arme Heinrich which has a classical
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character, and is quite

d1ffer~nt

from the original epic.

In 1900, K.Becher(pseudonym of H.Erdmann) composed a
drama of Der Arme Heinrich, which is a modernization or the
original epic in the same manner as that by H.P8hnl.

She

(Becher) follows the original epic and describes the customs
relating to leprosy in the medieval ages correctly, perhaps
with the help of Grimm or Wackernagel.

In the drama, the girl

is a real country girl such as is found everywhere.

She is

healthy and Joyful; but so•etimes becomes serious, especially
when she takes care of Heinrich.

The writer seems to have

aimed to bring about some dramatic effect by the girl's dual
character as Shakespear often did.

Heinrich ia a soft-minded

leper of a modern type such as can be found in present-day
sanatoriums.

They fall in love.

In the second act, the writer

introduces Heinrich's recollection of his former love affair
with a lady(Mechtild), and tries to explain Heinrich's sittation,
because otherwise the audience might imagine the drama as roman
tic pastoral drama.

As we see from the fact that the writer

emphasizes Heinrich's life 'n the farm, this is also a love
drama.

When they have heard that a doctor in Salerno can

cure him, the girl offers her life to Heinrich.
change of mind is quiee modern.

Heinrich's

He has a glimpse of the girl

on the operating table and discusses her self-sacrifice with
his page outside or the room.

The audience cannot know how the
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operation is going on.

In the next act, Heinrich comes home

in a dark night and sees his mother.

They discuss his mira

culous healing and the possibility that the healing might have
taken place not from the mercy of God but rather because or the
girl's love.

Al though the wri.t er followed the original in plot 1

modernization of the latter half of the drama is extreme.
At the end or the nineteenth century, when modern1zab1on
or vulgarization of the legend was thus being practised, two
interesting treatment of Der Anne Heinrich

were produced.

One

is an opera by H.Pfitzner (1895), another is a short story by
R.Huch(1899).

These two great artists' interpretation of the

legend are unique, as might be expected.

Pfitzner comes back

completely to the original religiousity, while Huch tried to
see the legend as an historical event.
The text of Pfitzner's opera was written by James Grun,
an English-German friend and classmate of Pfitzner in his school -·
8
days. According to Tardel, the versification of the text is
extremely bad.

However, we are talking now of hhe dramatic

composition and their interpretation of the original epic.

I

think, because it is usual for a musician and a writer to com
pose a text or an opera in collaboration, that they might have
interpreted the original and composed the work together.

There

fore, the interpretation of the original in the text aeems to
be due not only to Grun, but also to Pfitzner.
The composition of the opera Der Arme Heinrich
very simple.

1s

The first act consists of two scenes: Heinrich's

8
H.Tardel,"Der Arme Heinrich in der neueren Dichtung•.p.41.
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castle and his vassal Dietrich ' s room.
rioh 1n sickness and delirium.
~~PlEL1ned.

We see at i'irst .: Heln

His sickness is not clearly

The writer uses only the word Siechtum. Dietrich's

wife Hilde and his daughter Agnes are

tak1ng ~ care

of Heinrich.

Then Dietrich comes f'rom Italy and tells or his travels through
Germany, especially along the Rhine, and of the Alps.

He sings

of sunny Italy and tells of the terrible blood cure of the disease.
In the next scene, Agnes appears in her parents' bedroom and tells
them that she wants to die for Heinrich because or her love for
Christ.
not.

She does not know herself whether she loves ·He1nr1ch or

The parents are surprised 'but cannot help agreeing with

her beca•ae h•r attitude is remarkably pious and shows an un
worldly faith.

The second act and the last is a scene iri a

room or a cloister.

The docter is a monk.

a crucifix with an emaciated bloody Christ.
and a bloody lash in the room.

In the room stands
There are ropes

Monka sing: dies 1ra, dies 1lla,

and ask Agnes about her resolution, while Heinrich on a stair
squates down 1n 'blank surprise, half stup1f1ed.

No sooner has

Heinrich heard a noise - the sharpening of a knife - and seen the
monk(doctor) taktng up the sharpened knife than he rushes into
the room with a torch-light.

Heinrich then, having found him

self healed, reports to monks that a miracle has occurred.
Pfitzner and Grun are the first to interpret the story
religiously, after Hartmann.
giously as they did.

No one had interpreted it so r•li

We could say that the spirit of the legend
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returnes first with the opera.

The age of the girl seems to

be younger than that of former paraphrases and dramas, because
Agnes in the opera does not say anything about her love.
is too young to talk about love.

She

He motive of self-sacrifice

is at least not .!m.Q!:, neither is it sympathy.

The setting of

the opera tells clearly that her motive is something other than

!!!!.2!:•

Heinrich does not see the naked Agnes but a crucifix

with a bound, naked, and bloody Christ, which means that the
writers had interpreted the legend as truthfully as Hartmann.
Moreover, in Hartmann we have found some shadow of .!.!!2!: which
gives his work a bewitiching power and we interpreted it as a
trace of medieval gradualism.
structure.

The opera has no such gradual

Everything is interpreted from a strictly religious

point or view, which gives a special characser to this modern

~

legendary opera.

Though Pfitzner affirmed in his article that
they interpreted the epic truthfully, 9his statement is not
correct, at least concerning the gradualism.
As I mentioned, R.Huch's Der Arme Heinrich shows the
writer's realistic approach to the legend.

It was written in

1899, when she was in bhe slum of Trieste and was beginning to
show a realistic tendency.

Her

first novel Erinnerungen von

Rudolf Urslau dem JHngeren(1893) was a kind of romantic novel
written at the time when George and Hofmannsthal were producing,
their early works.

It described in melodious language the rise

and fall of North German patrician family.
9

Having written this

H.Pfitzner, Gesammelte Schriften. Vol.II(Augsburg, 1926)
PP• 75-88.
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novel, her interest was directed gradually to history.

Even

before she began to write a nevel she had an especially strong
interest in history.

Her dissertation presented to the Univer

sity of Zurich in 1891 was on Die Neutralitlt der Eidgenossen
schaft.

Her knowledge as a student of history and her talent

as a novelist began to rein-force each other after her first
novel.

At first, her interest in history took the form or

short story and then of the novel.

During this period she was

under the strong influence of Gottfried Keller. According to
E.Hoppez
Die Grundeinstellung gegenftber der mittelalterlichen
Legende, die Ricarda Huch einnimmt, 1st die gleiche, von
der Gottfried Keller in se1nen Legenden ausgeht. Keller
verfolgt, wie er einleitend mitteilt, das Pr1mzip, aus den
Gberlieferten Sagen die Spuren einer ehemaligen profanen
Erzlhlungslust, die durch die k1rchl1che Fabulierkunst
hindurohschimmern, herauszul6sen und das sadurch gewonnene
fragmentarische, rahmenartige Geb1lde von sich neu zu
fftllen, wobe1 er das Antlitz der Legenden e1ner anderen
H1mmelsgegende zuwendet als dieJenige ~ar, nach der sie
in der ftberkommenen Gestalt schauten. 1
Keller found a protype of the Novelle in legends and made use
of it for his own Novellen, while Huch rather loaked at legends
as such with the eye of a historian.

Her Der Arme Heinrich was

written from a historical point of view.

However, it is clear

that she made use of Keller's technique of the short story when
she wrote Der Arme Heinrich and other short stories at that time~ 1
10

E.Hoppe, Ricarda Huch(Stuttgart, 1951) p. 148.

11

ibid.

pp.120-50.
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She thought that people in the Middle Ages might have
seen every historical event from their own subjective point
of view, which was conditioned by environments around them, e.g.
religion, politics, and others.

She removes all medieval thought

from the legend and makes 1b an event which might happen even
now.

There is no shadow or mysticism in her story.

Mystical

elements and miracle are treated in her story as strange events
which happened but cannot be explaines rationally.
indeed strange but are nothing more than that.
explain nor interpret them religiously.

They are

She does not

The girl in her story

dies for Heinrich,perhaps from a religious enthusiasm. She dies
for Heinrich, and Heinrich is healed. ( If Heinrich had not
been healed, people could not have made such a legend.
torical event is the source of legend to R.Huch.)
not save her life.

This his

God does

Heinrich, who was saved by the sacrifice of

another's life in the same way as Barabbas in the New Testament,
lives on.
saorifice1

But what happens to his life after he made a human
This is the main problem in her story.

H.Tardel

says that it is a story of romantic irony in a realistic form. 12
I think, moreover, that the realism in the story is much nearer
to her Triumphgasse, sketctJ,es of people who were forc,ed to live
in miserable conditions, though Der Arrne Heinrich
strong romantic element.

still has a

The story is a work which belongs to

a transitional stage between her romantic first novel Rudolf
Urslau and the realistic second work Tr1umphgasse, and a story
12
H.Tardel, "Der Arme Heinrich inder neueren Dichtung '' , p .37.
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of a legend seen by a modern historian.

In short, she changed

the legend to a story of the superstition of a blood cure of
leprosy, that is, a story before Hartmann.
In the story, Heinrich, a proud, handsome and rich
knight, is touched by a leper in front of a chapel on the day
of his marriage with beautiful proud Irminreich.

The leper has

come to the chapel in order to touch the happy pair and be healed.

In the evening, he feels 111 but holds his unwilling bride in
his arms.

He finds in the morning some spots on his arms and

leaves his wife 1n order to live alone 1n a forest.

Liebheidli,

a farmer's daughter, who is full of piety and religiosity,
presents a plateful of blackberries to Heinrich and asks him
to live with her family s6 that she may take care of him better.
They begin to live together.

He is, however, still a prodd

knight in sickness while she is a religious country girl.
Though we can know from her behavior that she loves him, she
does not say anything about it.
service to him is religious.
serving him through her love

She thinks by herself that her

Heinrich who knows that she is

or

him rather than through any

other motives, does not say anything about love e'ther.
is a barrier of status between them.

There

One day, Heinrich hears of

the blood cure for leprosy from other lepers whom he has been
acquanted with.

He begins to love her positively.

He tells

her of the cure, she decides to sacrifice herself 1 believing
that her self-sacrifice is a religious one.

We understand that

she is going to sacrifice herself through her unconscious love

or

him under a romantic slogan of religiosity.

The young girl
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does not notice it.

Heinrich takes advantage of her romantic

and imagined religious enthusiasm.

Her parents who are not

pious nor wise but stubborn, ignorant old farmers, scold her,
beat her, but do not know what to do.

On the other hand, the

girl's imagined enthusiasm for Christ gradually becomes a real
one after she decided to die for him.

On their way to Salerno,

Heinrich wants to kiss the poor girl but she rejects him. Heinrich
who cannot understand the meaning of hee rejection, looks on the
spots on his arms.

As we see, motivation of her self-sacrifice

is !!!!2£ at first and then changes to caritas after her destiny
was decided.

This is a modern psychological motivation. ¥e1nr1ch

is not pious at all, . he is rather taking advantage
ignorance.

They visit a school in Salerno but no

knows of the blood cure.

the girl's

pro~essor

They visit then an Arabian magician

who is supposed to know about it.
a narcotic.

or

The magician kills her with

The poor girl dies, dreaming of P radise and without

saying anything to Heinrich.
blood and othe

medicines.

Thus, Heinrich is cured by her
He begins to live again with the

proud Irminre1oh but cannot forget the poor girl who dies for
him.

On his · way to Jerusalem tm a crusade, he stops at the

magician's house, .because he has heard that the magician can
.

.

.

make the spirit of a dead person appear in the world.

He .wants

to see the girl's spirit and ask her whether she loved him or
not when she was on ,the ship for Salerno with him.
cannot make the (lead appear again.

The ma,gician

The magician's daughter who
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loves Heinrich and knows that her rather cannot make the dead
appear, lies naked on the operating table in a dark room 1n
the place of the dead girl.

Heinrich, having understood her

trick, holds her in his arms and caresses her, thinking or
the killed girl.

He takes her to Jerusalem, where he sees a

beautiful Persian slave girl who is making efforts to save her
captured master and appeared in Heinrich's camp at times. Hein
rich, who knows what the slave is doing, reminds himself or the
dead girl by the slave's loyal1ty to her master and her behavior.
He comes to love this enemy girl.

While he is caressing the beau

tiful Persian on a blooming hillside of Jerusalem, the magician's
daughter appears and kills him with a sharp knife.

Heinrich

dies, thinking of the poor German girl who rejected his kiss.
Heinrich in the story is a proud, strong and vigououa
but unhappy youth, who does not become sorry for the girl's death
until the end.
hated her.

He has not loved her at first, though he has not

We could say that he liked her as a knight likes a

peasant girl.

He accepts her self-sacrifice as a master accepts

his servant's service.

Her death for him causes him to love her

really but she is no longer in the world.

He begins to follow

her image and changes his mistresses one after another in vain.
At last, he dies in the arms of a woman who reminds ; him of the
dead girl, killed by the girl of the magician who killed the
a~rman

girl.

On the other hand, the girl loved him at first but

her love of him changes to another one as her death comes nearer.
On the way to Salerno, she no longer loves him in a worldly ,
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sense.

She rejects his kiss.

gradualism in the story.

There is no trace of the medieval

When she has begun to love him with

car1tas, she is no more a woman of amor.

Heinrich cannot under

stand it until his death.
This is not the romantic love story which can be found
in many dramas of Der Arme Heinrich before R.Huch, nor is it a
religious legend like Pfitzner's, but a romantic story of a
miserable self-sacrifice which took place in the medidval age.
The event is extreme but people in the story are all common
peopl,e whom we can find even at presant day life.

Huch' s realis

tic description of German medieval life and the crudaders• camp
in Jerusalem presents this somewhat romantic story of a miserable
death with realism.
Tr1umphgasse.

Her realism becomes clearer in the next work,

In the story. we can find a monk who is always

thinking philosophically of God.

He appears with Heinrich in

the forest, in the camp in Jerusalem and is watching Heinrich care
fully.

According to Huch's attitude to the legend, he is supposed

to be the writer who made a legend out of Heinrich's life from
a spiritual point of view.
Huch's story seems to have taken over the source which
was changed by Longfellow and adopted by many of her prede
oessors. The roles of Irminreich and the monk Baldr1an in her
story proves that she made use of the Longfellow tradition
rather than the ot:iginal epic.

Besides them, influences of

Schultes,Heinrich's first attitude to the girl), Hanau(exoti
oism) and others can be found clearly in the story.
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As for source, Hauptmann's Der Arme He1nrich(l902) shows
a closer relation to Longfellow.

However, according to W.A.

Reichart and P.Diamond, Hauptmann became aoquanted with the
story first through Chamisso•s paraphrase, when he was four~
teen years old. 13 But it was 1n 1897 that he began to give the
story dramatic form, that is, after the success of Hanneles
Himmelfahrt and Die versunkene

Gl~~

In Hannele(l893) he

initiated a new development; it bore witness to his growing
dissatisfaction with consistent realism, though before he had
been one of its most earnest followers.

In Hannele his former

repellent picture of proletarian misery was alleviated by the
romantic mysticism of a dying child's feperish dreams.
nele we can see some similarities to Ottegebe of his Der
Heinrich.

In Han
Ar~

It seems ttJ••e, accordingly, that when he had com

posed Hannele, he was already trying to find a similar source,
either in folklore or history, or legend.

In 18j6, he published

an allegorical Mlrchendrama in verse, Die versunkene Glocke, the
popularity of which showed how the German public was to be spared
the drab world of every day.

Hauptmann, who was a follower of

the public rather than a leader, c;.hd .c hanged the character of
his art, adjusting to requests of the public like a sensitive
chameleon, seems to have decided in his mind to compose one
more grama of such a tendency.

13

His Der Arme Heinrich in verse

W.A.Reichart and Ph.Diamond, ~Die Entstehungsgesch1chte
des Armen Heinrichn, G.Hauptmann Jahrbuch I (1936) p. 59ff.
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is apparently in a line with Hanneles H1mmelfahrt and Die ver
sunkene Glocke. He began to compose it in 1897 and finished
it in 1902. 14 During these five years he wrote also Puhrmann
Henschel

and Michael Kramer, and showed that he was still by

no means untrue to naturalism.

Therefore, I see Hauptmann in

this period trying to find a new way but still keeping his old
art.

Der Arme Heinrich reveals clearly the character of his art

in this period.

It is a mystical legendary drama in verse com

posed according to the dramatic techniques of realism.
In spite or his statement that he had known the story
f~om

his boyhood, the drama tells us that he made use of some

adaptations of the Longfwllow-type, not the original epic. As
Krumpelmann pointed out, the drama has other dramat1s personae
and plot than those of the original epic, most of which can be
found in the Golden Legend •. ) H.Tardel

affirms only that the

name of the peasant(Oottfried) was taken from Hohenhausen•s
translation of the Golden Legend.

15

According to Krumpelmann,

the use of a m1nnesinger(Hartmann von Aue in Hauptmann, Walter

or

the Vogelweide in Longfellow), of a pr1est(Pater Benedict in

Hauptmann, a parish priest in Longfellow), of a fiancee(Kaisers
Toohter in Hauptmann, Irm1ngard in Longfellow) are the same in
. both.

Further, the characteIS of the doctor> in Salerno and of

Heinrich himself are considerably akin in either poem.

But we

cannot say from these facts that Hauptmann made use only of
14
J.Oregor, Gerhart Hauptmann (Wien, 1944) p.329.

15
p. 48.

H.Tardel,•Der Arme Heinrich in der neueren Dichtung•,
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the Golden Legend, because we know that there were many adap
tations of the Golden Legend in Germany before Hauptmann's com
posJ~ t1on.

The only thing we can say is that Hauptmann had read

the Golden Legend in traslat1on as a reference before he composed
the drama.

He must have read the adaptations too, during the

five years of composition.
His drama is written in brilliant German verse and
has a splendid construction but did not become as popular as
he
expected.
:

~ t. ..'. ~

'l'he structure of the drama 1s as follows.

Act I

The peasant Gottfried's house. Ottaoker, Heinrich's
vassal, comes to see Heinrich who is living there
under the care of the peasant family, but Ottacker
goes away without seeing him. Gottfried and his
wife Brigitta talk about their sick master Heinrich.
Heinrich appears as a knightly figure, with graceful
looks and a pointed beard. Ht 1s still a proud
knight. He thanks the peasant with dignity but his
restless eyes reveal the state or his mind. He is
brooding. Ottegebe appears. She is a timid country
girl. Heinrich expresses his miserable state of mind
to her.

Act II

The kitchen in the house of Gottfried. Priest Bene
dict appears and talks with Ottegebe. From the con
versation we learn of Ottegebe's unusual religiosity
and Benedict's deep devotion to God. She is already
ready to sacrifice herself for Heinrich. Her parents
who have known of their daughter's decision are sur
prised, and oppose her. Hartmann, a loyal vassal of
Heinrich, comes to see him. Heinrich knows how his
status and situation are changing. He becomes frust
rated. Ottegebe appears as naive and pretty as an angel.

Act III A rocky wilderness. Heinrich, wild, ragged and
unkempt with unshorn hair, with a bandaged left hand.
It 1s an evening in autmn. He is digging his own
grave. Ottacker comes to see him but cannot come
near him. He speaks to Heinrich at a distance.
Heinrich's monologue about his desperate, lonely
situation. Benedict appears and shows him his constant
attention.
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Act IV

Benedict's chapel. Before the crucifix, Ottegebe
tells Benedict or her secret decision. Ottegebe
shows her unusual devotion to Christ. Both exeunt.
In the empty chapel Heinrich appears. He is now
a real outcast begger. His desperate nihilistic
monologue~
Benedict reappears and is shocked at
the sight of' the changed miserable figure of' Hein
rich. He advises him to have faith in God. Otte
gebe reappears and approaches Heinrich, rests on
one knee, raises his head with her hands and kisses
his forehead. He stares at her, obedient as a
child in all his gestures as though he saw a heaven
ly vision. Ottegebe tells her decision, he follows
her like a sleepwalker.

Act V

A hall of the castle of Aue. Benedict, Hartmann,
.Ottacker and other vassals are talking about their
healed master Heinrich. Heinrich appears, leading
Ottegebe. She is pale and worn. Her reet are bare.
She support herself with a start. She appears to
be timid and quite at a loss. Going through the
people, Heinrich and Ottegebe come near the throne.
She asks him where she is. He replies, she is now
in her home and he leads her to the throne. She
sits down on it but falls into deep sleep because
of her fatigue. Heinrich crowns her. While sleeping,
Ottegebe speaks of her happiness. Benedict replies.

AS we see, the structure of the drama is very modern.

Heinrich

in the drama does not become poor suddenly but gradually; Ottegebe
also becomes angel-like, gradtally.

In the first act, Heinrich

is a proud but sick knight and Ottegebe is a common, naive country
girl.

They love each other without knowing it.

In the second

act, Ottegebe shows her religiosity, while Heinrich shows hie
desperation in the third act.

The fourth act is the climax of

the drama where Ottegebe's love for Heinrich is elevated to car1ats.
The fifth act is a kind or epilogue in
lowed being.

~hich

Ottegebe becomes a

hal~

Benedict leads and is present in the dramatic action

from the beginning to the end, Hartmann acts as a representative fi
gure of human faith.

The peasant couple and Ottacker act as
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human weakness and honesty.

The drama seems at first to be a faithful interpreta
tion or the original epic, but nonetheless, we can find some
fatal modernizations.

Ottegebe in the drama is fourteen years

old, Who is no longer an innocent girl but a girl who knows
love.

In tact, she talks of a love romance in the second act

which imply Heinrich's former love affair.
played by an elderly actress , the effect of
emphasized more than Hauptmann
provide a religious motivation.
but is enthusiastic

expe~ts,

If Ottegebe were
!.!!.Q!:

would be

despite his efforts to

She is a girl who knowalove

tor Ohrist1anity.

This is a fatal moderni

zation of the epic, just as in Biishing•s poem. ·In addition,
she consults about her behavior, with Benedict, a priest.

In

the epio, we cannot find any priest, the girl herself is in
touch with God.

This direct connection with God is the most

important character of medieval mysticism.
any priest in this story.
1vely modernized.

There need not be

Heinrich in the drama is also excess

He is a modern youth 1n··a medieval setting.

He thinks too much and becomes desperate as easily as young
men of the present.

We could aet imagine any courtly virtue

in this figure • . Hauptmann seems to have modern,zed the story
purposely, because . ieprosy in the drama is Just an infectional
disease.

The modernization is given impetus by his realism.

By realistic characterization of the peasant, Hartmann, Ottacker

causes the

aud~enc. .e · to
.

.

imagine that the drama is something of a

modern event. . ·Well., suppose this is a completely modern drama
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with modern settings, how then could the infectinal disease
be healed without medicine?
cine in the modern ~orld.

It cannot be healed without medi
Therefore, Hauptmann could not pre

sent the sc·e ne of Salerno on the stage.

He avoided the scene

and put an accent on psychological process of the people, and
tried to analyze it by dramaturgy of realism.
contradicts content

or

the drama.

His technique

Though some Ciel"'r:ian critics,

e.g. Tardel, Gregor, say that this ia one of Hauptmann's master

p1eces~6 I am quite opposed to such an opinion.

The more Haupt

mann describes the scenes in a realistic manner and the more .
minutely he explains the psychological process, the more un
reasonable and miserable the drama becomes.

He used his realis

tie techniques fully in this drama and tried to produce a sym
bolic effect of a miracle.

Besides this contradiction, the

tragical first, second, thirs and fourth acts contradict the
lest

Mirch~nschluss.

It is not strange that hhe modern audience

did not follow this play.
a great

dram~tic

If we may exaggerate, Hauptmann was

technician, whose realistic presentation and

psychological motivation are excellent that no one could com-
pete with him at that time, but his proper idea

or

dramatization

seems to have not as deep as his understandings of the techniques.
In Ber Arme Heinrich, he showed the weakness and presented a
legendary source in a wrong technique.

16
pp. 43-57.

H. Tardel, "Der Arme Heinrich in der neueren Dich·cung ",
S.Oregor, Gerhart Hauptmann • p.33lff.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In the preceed1ng chapters, I have studied Der Arme
Heinrich by Hartmann von Aue and the later adaptations of it.
My attention was especially focused on their sources and
the treatment.

The source itself is a biblical one, perhaps

the story of Job in the Old Testament.

The idea of a blood

cure also has its origin in the Bible.

However, the story of

leprosy and the idea of a blood cure had no association in
the Bible.

The disease was regarded as a result of sin and

the cure was a symbol of holy power.

In the Bible, these

two things were opposed to each other.

Every disease in it

was regarded as a symbol of spiritual poisoning which must be
healed by God's will through repentance.
cine in the world except God's mercy.

There was no medi

On the other hand, holy

power is a ,d ivine power, which must be used only by God.
Therefore, tin the Bible it was impossible that human beings
'

used the hbly power for themselves.
'

There is no medicine in

the world axc,pt the mercy of God, is the teaching of the Bible.
If any but Goq used the holy power, it was Satam

whose~~r:

should b~ reje~ted by righteous men.
It was 'edieval Europeans who connected the story of
leprosy with

the~ower

of blood.

Here, the holy power of blood

was already regarded as a magic power which was available to
human beings.

Perhaps in the early Middle Ages they invented

a story of the

bl~&~

cure of leprosy.
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It was a story of magic.
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\

\

In the medieval Europe, there were two kinQs of magical cure
\

6or leprosy:

the legend-type and the

i

frie~ship-type.

The

\.\'

li~prosy.

former emphasized the spiritual element of

In this

st>ory, the leper at first tries to rely on ~tie magic power

or

I

blood, but he is cured rather by the mercy of )Qod after his
'.. \

repentance.

The latter emphasizes more the mS:gic power of

blood, the idea of which seems to have come
scm~

ton-Christian people.

to~urope

through

In this story, the leper really

tries the blood cure and cured, but God who has ;been pleased
~

by Friendship between the leper and his friend saves the victim
, ;'

and the leper.

The latter half of the 56ory is Qbviously an
II

addition by medieval Christianity.

The

~ssence

qr the story

\.

/;

I

is the blood cure of leprosy, because the \ atory lacks the idea
I

of leprosy as a spiritual poisoning.

Bo~~\these feature of

the blood cure of leprosy, i.e. religious '1,p'h aracter and magical
;

character, seem to have been attact1ve to
began to make an adaptation of it.

writers, they

s~me

Har-tmanrl(f yon Aue was one of

these adapters.
I

.

His story belongs to the legendary tywe, \ for the leper
\

;

is healed by God.

'

\

However, Hartmann gave persbnality to the

people in the story.

The hero is a knight of ~wab1a, the
·~,,

sacrifice is a lovely and innocent country girl;i~

Unlike other

'

legends of this type, the people in his story decide for them
selves and act for themselves.

These, ;independent decision and

actions were the main thesis of his ' story.

We can say that it
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is a story of the spiritui;ll development of the chracters and
.j

nearest to the story of Job in its content.

Hartmann gave the

story elements of medieval gradualism and put the highest value
:!

on caritas.

The people in his story ascend the stairway of life

one by obe by their own decision and arrive at the highest stage,
the life of oaritas where everything is blessed by God.
fore, this is in a sense a scory of the vita nova.

There

Important

is the fact that every decision is made by a divine inspiration,
by a symbolic experience without any philosophical reflection.
The main idea of the story is that God helps those who strive.
We see here medieval optimism suppoeted by Christianity.
In the Age of Romanticism, the story was revived, but
it was a time when people believed in human autonomy, even if they
were longing for eternity and mystical power.

People at that

'

time saw the most irnpQrtant and beautiful element of the legend
.

in

!!!.Q.!:,

I

\'

which was a ,l ower stage of love in Hartmann and must

be overcomed by laritas.

In addition, the decision in this

,\

age of revival was madf from philosophical reflection, and not
brought about by a

i,

dir~ct,

\
'

divine inspiration.

We can see in

the paraphrases or adaptations of this time, persons who trust
in human power but are not satisfied with it and are still
longing for the blessed life in the original epic.

We can see at

the same time that, when they try to compose Der Arme Heinrich
with

~

as the chief motivating power, it becomes a roman

tic fairy tale and ioses the original religious power.

The
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adaptations of this time hover between a legend and a fairy
tale in their content.

\

With Longfellow, content and form
were changed completely.

or

\

the adaptation

The legend became a story of love

but modern pessimism cast tts shadow deep on the story.

The

scheme of
sin ---- repentance --- - salvation
was replaced by another one,
pessimism ---- love ---- happiness
The self-sacrifice which was a motive of repentance and sal
vation became a mean for gaining human understandin and love.
Every writer in this period shows some di!'ficultyin managing
the leprosy of the legend.
some other strange s1sease.

Some changed it to blindness or
Their knowledge of modern medical
\

science and their aesthetic taste seem to h~ve caused them to
avoid leprosy as an object of a miriculous cure and as a sub
ject for presentation on the stage.
Hauptmann who courageously took up this source and
tried to present it on the modern stage failed first in the
interpretation of its content and then in his presentation of
it.

He put an accent on amor

and then tried to change the amor

to caritas, but caritas was cloaked by the influence of !!.!!!.2.!:·
The end of his drama, therlfore, became a M§rchenschluss.
dramatical techniques of realism, psychological motivation
and his realistic presentation prevented the audience from

His
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understanding the legend.

He was too realistic and modern

to present this legend on the dtage.
lege~~,

Among modern adaptations of the

me, Pfitzner and R.Huch composed relatively

g~od

it seems to
stories.

Thie fact suggests a way or adapting the legend to the modern
taste.

In the case of Pfitzner,-he ineerpreted the legend

Justly and composed it into an opera.

An opera . does not mean

realistic drama, it relies mostly on the

imagln~tion

of the

/

audience, with the help of music.

The audience imagines some

thing more than what ia seen on the stage.

The idea is close

to Wagner's presentation of medieval epics or Hofmannsthat•s
Jedermann.

Thie kind of symbolic presentation seems to me

to be the only way to present it n e it is.

The Japanese

symbolic stage of the !!Q-drama in which many Buddhist legends
are presented even now and with success

is ~

1

case iti point.

As for Pfitzner's stage dramatization, it is really unfortunate
that he did not have a good libretto.

H.Tardel who because of

the poor libretto does not value the opera highly says:
Die eigenartige Musik Hans Pfitzners, der mari wirklich
elne bessere Text)ttlterlage ~ewilnscht hlitte, tr1fft, indem
sie von Wagner ausgeht und tiber ihn hinauszukommen sucht,
Jedenfalls den Ton des Schmrrzes, des Dl'.istern und Nieder
druckenden in genialer Art.
The case of R.Huch suggests to us a way of adapting the
legend to the form of modern Novelle.
1

p. 42.

She did not interpret

H.TArdel, ''Der Arme Heinrich inder neueren Dcihtung".
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the legend mystically nor changed its content.
as the story of a strange event.

She regarded it

She watches it aot through

Hartmann's eye, nor Longfellow's, but with her modern eyes.
In her story, the girl who sacrifices herself dies and the
knight is cured.

The reader follows the story and understands

all the situations but will not have any •xplanation of the
event from the author.

He must interpret it for himself.

He

is free to interpret it religiously, romantically or philoso
phically.

In this way, the problem is left to the reader.

The more the description becomes real, the more serious the
problem becomes.

I think, this is the only way to adapt a

legend to the realism of the modern age, because, when some
one explains a legend, life of the legend comes to an end.
miserable failure of former adaptors was caused by tha fact
that they interpreted the legend for themselves and forced
the reader to follow their interpretation.

Religion is a

problem of the individual and a legend must be interpreted
individually by each person.

The
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